
STEAM TURBINES

SECTION 1 - OBJECT AND SCOPE

ASME PTC 6-1996

1.3 FUll-SCALE AND ALTERNATIVE TEST5

Two steam turbine testing procedures are pre
sented. For either procedure, primary flow may be

1.1 OBJECT

This Code provides procedures for the accurate
testing of steam turbines. It is recommended for use
in conducting acceptance tests of steam turbines
and for any other situation in which performance
levels must be determined with minimum uncer
tainty. It is the intent of this Code that accurate
instrumentation and best possible measurement tech
niques be used to determine the performance. In
planning and running the test, the parties must strive
to follow the Code procedures as c10sely as possible
to achieve the lowest level of uncertainty.

measured either in the condensate line or in the
feedwater line downstream of the final feedwater
heater. The parties may agree to variations between
the full-scale and alternative tests as long as the
philosophy of minimum uncertainty is followed in
detail.

1.3.1 Full-scale test. The full-scale test requires
extensive thermal cycle measurements and calcula
tions which provide detailed information about the
turbine HP, IP, and LP individuai component per
formance. A full-scale test will produce results with
a minimum uncertainty.

1.3.2 The full-scale test with condensate flow mea
surement is recommended far conducting accept-

1.2 SCOPE ance tests of fossi I unii steam turbines. Without

This Code may be used for testing of steam prior written agreement between the parties to an
turbines operating either with' a significant amount acceptance test, this procedure shall be used.

af superheat in the initial steam (typically fossil- 1.3.3 Alternative test. The alternative test relies
fueled units) or predominantly within the moisture on fewer measurements and makes greater use of
region (typically nuclear-fueled units). correction curves for cycle adjustments and heater

This Code contains rules and procedures for the performance with resultant cost savings over the full-
conduct and reporting of steam turbine testing, in- scale test. The test uncertainty is slightly increased
c1uding mandatory requirements for pretest arrange- compared with the full-scale test. For a nuclear unit,
ments, instruments to be employed, their application the alternative test with feedwater flow measurement
and methods of measurement, testing techniques, may be preferred depending on the turbine cycle

__!- a-rn_d m_e~t_:..:h_=_o_=_d~s _o_f---,c_a_lc_u_la.t.io.n_o_f~t-Tes'-.:t'-.:r-i-e~su~l-=-ts-;. _T_h,e---;!p_e_r_-__ud.ces:>Jign I Ise oLlhis-procedUl:e-r-equir-es-agreement~----
formamoeparameterswh ichmaybe determinedfrom oetWèenlne ·partiès loan-acceptancelesf:
a Còde test include:

(a) heat rate 1.3.4 The data from the alternative test procedure
(b) generator output may produce a slightly higher uncertainty in results,
(c) steam flow particularly if there is substantial divergence between
(d) steam rate the test and the specified cycle. The parties to the
(e) feedwater f10w test must agree on a course of action if the turbine
It also contains procedures and techniques re- fails to meet specified performance. The alternative

quired to determine enthalpy values within the mois- test may not provide the information necessary to
ture region and modifications necessary to permit determine individuai component performance com-
testing within the restrictions of radiological safety pared to expected because only those measurements
requirements in nuclear plants. needed to calculate test heat rate and to permit

comparison to specific conditions are required. It is
recommended that ali provisions and source connec
tions for a full-scale test be included in the design
of the cycle, should such a test be required at a later
time and to facilitate individuai turbine component
performance testing.
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ASME PTC 6- 1996 STEAM TURBINES

1.5.1 The provisions of the Code on Generai In
structions, PTC 1, are a mandatory part of this Code.
PTC 1 should be studied and followed in detail
when preparing the procedure for testing a specific
steam turbine. .

1.5.2 The Code on Definitions and Values, PTe
2, defines certain technical terms and numerical
constants whieh are used throughout this Code.
Unless otherwise specified in this Code, instrumenta
tion should eomply with the appropriate sections of
Supplements on Instruments and Apparatus, PTC 19
series.

1.5 ADDITIDNAL REQUIREMENTS AND
REFERENCE5

tainty and demonstrates examples of uncertainty
calculations in Tables 9.1-9.4

lt

1.4.5 A post-test uncertainty analysis performed
according to procedures as described in PTC 19.1
is recommended. However, a post-test uncertainty
analysis may be made optional upon agreement by
the parties that a test adhered to ali instrumentation
requirements and procedures contained in this Code.

1.4.6 Code instrumentation and procedures may
not always be economically feasible or physically
possible for specific turbine acceptance tests. In
these cases, the intent of the Code cannot be met,
and PTC 6 Report should be consulted for guidance
in designing the test and calculating the test uncer
tainty.

1.4.2 The tests should be conducted with the strict
est possible adherence to the provisions of this Code.
However, equipment limitations may dictate that
the parties cannot comply with one or more Code
requirements because of a conflict with another
condition specified by the Code. In such cases,
agreement between the parties is necessary. The
agreement shall conform to the intent of the Code
as c10sely as possible. The agreement should provide
details for handling departures from specific Code
requirements.

1.4.1 Other procedures and instrumentation may
be used only if they have demonstrated accuracy
equivalent to that required by this Code. Only the
relevant portion of this Code need apply to any
individuai case.

1.4 CONFOIRMANCE TO CODE

1.4.3 Any departure from Code requirements must
be agreed upon in writing and must conform to the
intent of the Code. In the absence of written
agreement, the Code requirements shall be man
datory.

1.4.4 Uncertainty of Cqde Test. The results of a
full-scale Code test, expressed as a heat rate, for a
typical fossi I fuel reheat cycle unit have an uncer
tainty of about ~ percent compared to an uncertainty
of about tpercent for the alternative test. Test results
for steam turbines operating predominantly within
the moisture region have uncertainties of about ~

percent and t percent, respectively. Values of uncer-
tainty will be affected by cycle configuration and 1.5.3 An Appendix to this Code, PTC 6A, published
equipment type and may be significantly higher. separately, gives numerical examples of various cal-

______-':::S~ec~t~io~n~9~dC'..:is~c:.'='u~ss~e""_s~th~e~ra~t~io~n~a~le,---f!-"o~r...Lh!Siec9.atLrU;;al1lte~u!.!nc!",Je;<!r=--_------!culatLonLo~stres..ults~. _
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STEAM TURBINES

SECTION 3 - GUIDING PRINCIPlES

ASME PTC 6-1996

3.1 PLANNING FOR TEST

3.1.1 Requirements for Agreements. The parties
to any test under this Code shall reach definite
agreement on the specific objective of the test and
on the method of operation. This agreement shall
reflect the intent of any applicable contract or speci
fication. Any specified or contract operating condi
tions or specified performance pertinent to the objec
tive of the test shall be ascertained. Unless the
alternative test procedures are specified, full-scale
test procedures shall be used. Omissions or ambigu
ities about any of the conditions must be eliminated
or their values or intent agreed upon before the
test is started. The cycle arrangement, operating
conditions, al)d testing procedures shall be estab
lished during the agreement on test methods.

of make-up lines and emergency valving that may not
be blocked off and far which accounting must be
made. (see Subsection 3.5.8)

(g) method of handling leakage flows, orificed con
tinuous drain flows, continuous blowdowns, etc. to
avoid complications in testing or the introduction of
errors

(h) method of complying with the criteria and rec
ommendation of ASME Standard No. TDP-l, Parts 1
and 2, "Recommended Practices for the Prevention
ofWater Damage to Steam Turbines Used for Electric
Power Generation" as related to handling of, or ac
counting for, drain flows

(i) means of measuring pump-shaft seal and leak
age flows

(j) number and location of temperature wells and
pressure connections

(k) number and Iocation of duplicate instrument
3.2 ITEM5 ON WHICH AGREEMENT SHALL BE connections required to ensure correct measurements

REACHED at criticai points
(/) calibration and connection of instrument trans-

3.2.1 The following is a list of typical items upon formers to be used for measuring electrical output
which agreement shall be reached during the engi- (m) where a plant computer is used far data acqui-
neering phase of a new unit or modification of an sition, provisions fortotal-system, in-piace calibration
existing unit. of station instrumentation and computer (Calibration

(a) objective of test and methods of operation should include comparison of known inputs to the
(b) the intent of any contract or specifications as output of the computer.)

to~ott~l~iY_~JE!st]?rQeed.t:Jr~~'v\I~i(O;h=-ml:lst'---. --I~RI-methQd-Qf-d@tel=miningJ:badifferentiaLpLes2u.Le~ _
include a review of specified heat cycle andfin-iil-across-co-nffor-,Téilve(sffosafisfy-the-proVisiOnçof
expected values (refer to para. 3.4.1) paras. 3.13.2 and 3.13.4 (Pressure tap should be pro-

(c) the intent of any contract or specifications as to vided immediately upstream and downstream of the
timing of test, operating conditions, and guarantees, last controI valve(s) to open.) .
including definitions of heat rate, method of compar- (o) method of determining steam quality including
ing test results with guarantee and responsibility for sampling technique as required (The recommended
the preparation of test report(s) methods are tracer, heater-drain flow measurements,

(d) location of, and piping arrangement around, and calorimeter method.)
primary flow measuring device(s) on which test calcu- (p) responsibility for obtaining a license for radio-
lations are to be based (see paras. 4.9.1-4.9.7) active tracer and method of shipping, receiving, han-

(e) location and type of secondary flow measuring dling, storing, and using both the tracer and its associ-
devices and provisions for calibration, including tem- ated equipment
porary piping far in-piace calibration, if required (q) level of undue deterioration at which the ac-

(f) number and location of valves or other means ceptance test will be postponed until after the first
required to ensure that no unaccounted-for flow enters internai inspection
or leaves the test cycle or bypasses any cycle compo- (r) method of establishing the efficiency of the feed-
nent. (In a nuclear plant, particular note must be taken water pump turbine, if required
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ASME PTC 6-1996 STEAM TURBINES

between test timing and seasonal effects on operating
conditions .,

(x) where a nuclear unit is involved, ali test plans
-must reflect compliance with the technical specifica
tion for that unit

(y) load Iimitations caused by licensing considera
tions (nuclear steam-supply limitations, or otherwise)
which prevent attainment of full power within a practi
cal time period

(z) deviations from test arrangements and test pro
cedures that may be required due to a radioactive
environment in the testing area

(s) criteria for instrument recalibration after the test

3.2.2 The following is a list of typical items upon
which agreement shall be reached prior to conduct
ing the test:

(a) procedure for determining the condition of the
turbine prior to the test (see paras. 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and
3.4.5)

(b) location, type, and calibration of instruments
(see para. 3.10.1)

(c) methods of measurement not established in (b)
(d) isolation of cycle during test (see Subsection

3.5)
(e) method of detecting excessive feedwater-heater

leakage (see para. 4.16.6)
(f) means for maintaining constant test conditions 3.3 TIMING Of ACCEPTANCE TEST

(see paras. 3.8.1 and 3.8.2)
(g) method of isolating or arresting control valve 3.3.1 The acceptance test should be scheduled as

action such as those caused by variations in combus- soon as practicable, preferably within eight weeks,
tion-control systems signal, electrical system, etc. after the turbine is first put into initial operation under

(h) operating conditions at which tests are to be load. This allows for detailed planning, material
conducted including, but not limited to, the loads, procurement, instrument - acquisition, preparation,
valve settings, or valve points to be used for each run shipment, controls adjustment, preliminary tests, and
(see paras. 3.8.3 and 3.13) detection and correction of 'problems with the unito

(i) position of manually and automatically operated The tests should be conducted if no serious operating
valves (see para. 3.8.9) difficulty has been experienced and there is reason-

(j) frequency of observations (see para. 3.9.2) able assurance the unit is free of deposits and
(k) number of test runs at the same test point (see undamaged.

paras. 3.7.1 and 3.7.2) It is the intent during this period to minimize
(/) duration of test runs (see para. 3.9.2) performance deterioration and risk of damage to
(m) duration of operation at test load before read- the turbine. Enthalpy drop tests or preliminary tests

ings are commenced (see para. 3.8.1) should be made during this period to monitor the
(n) computer or data acquisition system to be used performance of turbine sections operating entirely

for test data acquisition and analysis in the superheat region. However, enthalpy drop
(o) arrangements for data acquisition and analysis, tests do not provide performance for turbine sections

------il1~ltI:Qjl}g~li!:>r'!tit>1l::t:>i~~t~~~tJ1s:i~i()_~~ys!~Il'I_-_ ---'witlì-a-wet-e-xAal:lst.-T:RerefQre,-it-is-imperativ-e-tol----

(p) procedures and format for recording data conductffleacceptance--tesfassoonàspossible:---
(q) organization and training of test personnel and In any event, if the enthalpy drop tests show

identification of the responsibility for the test (see undue deterioration, or if plant conditions delay the
paras. 3.4.2, 3.4.3, and 3.4.5) tests for more than four months after initial operation,

(r) procedures for calculating test results the accept;;mce test should be postponed until imme-
(s) curves to correct for measured generator output diately following the first internai inspection, pro-

for deviations from specified power factor and speci- vided that any deficiencies in the turbine generator
fied hydrogen pressure affecting performance have been corrected during

(t) corrections for deviation of test steam conditions the inspection periodo Except with written agreement
from those specified (see Subsection 3.12) to the contrary, the acceptance test shall take piace

(u) curves to correct test heat rate to specified cycle within the warranty period specified in the contracI.
conditions (alternative test only) Adjusting of heat rate test results to start-up enthalpy

(v) method of conducting test runs to determine the drop efficiencies or for the effects of aging are not
value of any correction factors (see para. 3.4.5 and permitted by this Code.
Subsection 3.12) In lieu of an internai inspection, the following

(w) method of handling deviations beyond the methods may be used prior to the acceptance test
stated permissible levels as a result of a mismatch to establish the approximate condition of the turbine:
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STEAM TURBINES ASME PTC 6-1996

supply), it is not possible to use an enthalpy-drop
efficiency test to establish benchmark performance.
If a preliminary heat rate test can be performed,
this would be an excellent method to establish
benchmark performance. If this is not practical,
however, it is recommended that a "capacity" test
be conducted at the licensed thermal output of the
nuclear steam supply system. In a capacity test,
cycle conditions are stabilized and electrical output
of the generator is carefully measured, together with
ali cycle conditions which affect performance, such
as initial and condenser pressure. Generator output
is corrected for differences in cycle conditions from
their nominai values using appropriate correction
factor curves. It is also corrected for any difference
between measured and licensed reactor thermal out
put, assuming electrical output is proportional to
reactor thermal output. This corrected electrical out
put can then be used as a benchmark, since it can
be compared to an electrical output derived in
exactly the same way at the time of the test. The
accuracy of this procedure depends upon the repeat
abi Iity of electrical output and reactor thermal output.
Since this capacity test is performed with a measured
heat input, it is analogous to a simplified heat rate
test; therefore, it is necessary to isolate the cycle
to achieve an accurate determination of any deterio
ration.

(a) For turbines using superheated steam, a com
parison between enthalpy-drop efficiency tests con
ducted immediately afterthe start-up and again imme
diately before the test. (See para. 3.3.2.)

(b) By running preliminary tests. For turbines op
erating predominantly in the moisture region, this may
be the only applicable method.

(c) By a combination of these methods.
If the turbine is shut down prior to the test, an

inspection of ali accessible parts is desirable. The
parties to the test must agree as to the action to
be taken on evidence of deterioration.

3.3.2 Performance Bench Mark Determinations. It
is desirable that a performance bench mark be
established immediately after the turbine is first
placed in service, so that, should the Code test be
delayed past eight weeks, there can be reasonable
assurance that the turbine has not been damaged or
become fouled with deposits during the intervening
period of operation. (See para. 3.3.1.) For turbines
operating in the superheated steam region, the inter
nai efficiency (actual enthalpy drop divided by the
isentropic drop) of each turbine element should be
determined by measurement of the pressure and
temperature of the steam entering and leaving the
section. These measurements should be made with
ali control valves fully open. The instrumentation
to be used for the benchmark testing shall meet the
same accuracy and calibration requirements speci-
fied for Code test measurements.

Unlike the intermediate-pressure turbine section, 3.4 GENERAL TEST REQUIREMENTS
far which efficiency is substantially constant over a 3.4.1 Various methods are presented in the Code
wide range of steam flow, the efficiency of the high- for conducting certain details of the test and for
pressure section is affected by the position of the computing the results. The test report shall state

1-------';;cc;;:o-=nt;;:;ro"'"IL valves=JL lì IS notpossìoIEtobringJbcr<e------,w~'niCn alternativeThcwe-b~lIl~mptoygd-:-(S_t=E[SeçtipJrrl-----

turbine up to full load immediately after initial start- 6.) Since the alternative method requires fewer mea-
up, the internai efficiency test should be made by surements, it is important that cycle components
reducing the throttle steam pressure sufficiently to operate close to specified conditions. If not, appra-
permit operation with fully-open control valves with- priate corrections must be developed reflecting test
out exceeding limitations on output. The internai conditions to minimize the uncertainty.
efficiencies of ali turbine sections measured under
these conditions will then be compared with tests 3.4.2 The parties to the test may designate a person
run with design steam pressures and fully open to direct the test and to serve as mediator in event
control valves. Steam pressure and temperature mea- of disputes as to the accuracy of observations, condi-
surements (or test data) should be supplemented tions, or methods of operation.

with output measurements to provide data on the 3.4.3 Designated representatives of the parties to
low-pressure section of the turbine. With some stages the test shall be present to verify that the test is
operating in the wet steam region the low pressure conducted in accordance with this Code and the
section cannot be checked by internai efficiency arrangements made prior to the test.
measurements.

When a turbine has wet steam exhausting fram 3.4.4 Provisions shall be made for ali precautions
ali sections (such as a turbine with a nuclear steam specified in Section 4 for respective measurements.

11



ASME PTC 6-1996 STEAM TURBINES

Provisions far cycle isolation shall be made in ac
cordance with Subsection 3.5.

3.4.5 Preliminary tests may be run far the pur
pose of:

(a) determining whether the turbine and plant are
in a suitable condition for the conduct of the test (see
paras. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2)

(b) checking ali instruments
(c) training personnel
(d) establishing valve points
(e) determining corrections far deviation of condi

tions from specified
(f) confirming cycle isolation

3.4.6 Test Data. Unless an agreement is reached
to the contrary, records shall be kept of ali test data
before the application of any calibration factors,
corrections, conversions, or statistical analysis. A
copy of the originai records shall become the prop
erty of each of the principal parties to the test. No
originai data may be erased or deleted.

any other storage points within the cycle are to be
taken into accoun~

3.5.4 Internai Isolation. Internai isolation deals
with flows which do not enter or leave the turbine
cycle but which may bypass the component they
were designed to go. through. Examples of such
flows are steam line drain flows to the condenser
or feedwater heater bypass flows. Internai isolation
cannot be verified by the inventory summation
method discussed above. The isolation procedure
given in paras. 3.5.6 and 3.5.8 must be followed
to verify internai isolation.

3.5.5 Flows That Shall Be Isolated. The following
list includes items of equipment and extraneous
flows that shall be isolated:

(a) large-volume storage tanks not directly in the
cycle

(b) evaporators and allied equipment such as evap
orator condenser and evaporator preheaters

(c) bypass systems and auxiliary steam lines for
starting

(d) bypass Iines for primary flow measuring devices
3.5 ISOlATION Of THE CYClE (e) turbine sprays

(f) drain lines on stop, intercept, and control valves
3.5.1 Generai. The accuracy of the test results (g) drain lines on main steam, cold reheat, hot re-
depends on the isolation of the system. Cycle isola- heat, and extraction steam piping
tion is equally important to both the full-scale and (h) interconnecting lines to other units
alternative procedures. Extraneous flows should be (i) demineralizing equipment. Isolation of demin-
isolated, if possible, to eliminate errors. Extraneous eralizing equipment does not necessarily mean re-
flows for equipment that is includèd in the contract moving the equipment from the cycle. (lt does, how-
cycle should be isolated only with mutuai agreement ever, mean that ali ties with other units must be
by the parties. If there is any doubt about the isolated and such components as recirculating Iines
ability to isolate extraneous flows during the test, that affect the primary flow measurement must be
preparations shall be made prior to the test to isolated or the flows measured.)
measure the flows. '===~-==~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~chem~l~e~~equlpmenLuslngconaensa~

3.5.2 The equipment and flows to be isolated and (k) steam generator fili Iines
the method to accomplish this should be outlined (/) steam generator vents
well ahead of the initial operation date of the turbine. (m) steam-operated soot blowers

(n) condensate and feedwater f10w bypassing
3.5.3 External Isolation. External isolation deals heaters
with flows which enter or leave the turbine cycle, (o) heater drain bypasses
such as condensate make-up or boiler blowdown (p) heater shell drains
flow. This system isolation shall be effected so that (q) heater water-box vents
the difference between the sums of the measured (r) hogging jets
storage changes and the entering and leaving flows (5) condenser water-box priming vents
(the unaccounted-for leakage) is minimized. The (t) steam or water lines for station heating
unaccounted-for leakage shall not exceed 0.1 per- (u) steam or water lines installed far water washing
cent of the test throttle flow at full load. Excessive the turbine
unaccounted-for leakages shall be eliminated before
continuing the test. Water storage in the condenser, 3.5.6 Flows That Shall Be Isolated or Measured.
deaerating and other extraction feedwater heaters, Extraneous flows which enter or leave the cycle or
steam generator drum(s), moisture separators, and bypass a component in such a manner that if ignored

12



NES STEAM TURBINES ASME PTC 6-1996

3.5.8 Methods of Isolating. The following methods
are suggested for isolating or verifying isolation of
miscellaneous equipment and extraneous flows from
the primary feedwater cycle:

(a) use of double valves and telltales
(b) use of blank flanges
(c) use of blank between two flanges
(d) removal of spool piece for visual inspection
(e) visual inspection for steam blowing to atmo-

sphere from such sources as safety valves and valve
stem packings

(f) use of a c10sed valve which is known to be
leak-proof (test witnessed by both parties) and is not
operated prior to or during test

(g) tracer indicator of presence of leakage
(h) for steam lines terminating at the condenser,

pipe surface temperature indication
(i) for bypass lines around feedwater heaters, tem

perature measurement of condensate/feedwater be
fare and after the bypass Iines tee into the condensate/
feedwater lines

O) temperature measurement for situations other
than described in (h) and (i) (acceptable only under
certain conditions with mutuai agreement necessary)

(k) acoustic techniques, with mutuai agreement

internai turbine leakage, and turbine drain flows, it
will be necessary to use calculated values. For the
alternative procedure, calculated values may be used
in Iieu of measured values.

3.5.7 For the full scale test, when it is impossible to
measure shaft packing leakage, valve-stem leakage,

g
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will cause an errar in the flows through the turbine
shall be isolated or measured. Typical of such
flows are:

(a) boiler-fire-door cooling flow and boiler-slag-tap
cooling-coil flow

(b) sealing and gland cooling flow on the following
(both supply and return):

(7) condensate pumps
(2) feedwater pumps
(3) boiler or reactor-water circulating pumps
(4) heater drain pumps when not self-sealed
(5) turbines far turbine-driven pumps
(6) reactor control-rod drive flows

(c) desuperheating water flow
(d) feedwater pump minimum-flow lines and bal

ance drum flow when the piping is arranged to allow
recireulation of the f10w through the primary flow
element

(e) steam for fuel oil atomization and heating
(f) steam generator blowdowns
(g) turbine water-seal flows
(h) desuperheating water for turbine cooling steam
(i) emergency blowdown valve or turbine-packing

leakage and sealing steam
(j) turbine water-seal overflows
(k) steam, otherthan packing leakage steam, to the

steam-seal regulating valve
(/) make-up water, if necessary
(m) pegging or sparging steam (such as higher-stage

extraction at low loads) for low pressure operation of
deaerator

(n) heater shell vents are to be c1osed, if possible,
and if not possible, shall be throttled to a minimum 3.6 LOCATION OF TURBINE VALVE POINTS

(o) deaerator overflow line . . 3.6.1 The method used to establish turbine valve
(p) deaerator vents ~hall be throttled to a mlnlmum points depends on valve point definition. A valve

__+- --'(è:f'-)---'-w.:....:a=-=te=r-----=-=Ie=a~kagemto anx water-s=ale~~·(Jatm mayoe estaoti5nea In terms of high pressure
·suchas water-sealed vacuum. breakers turbine efficiency, certain measured turbine pres-

(r) pump-se.al leakag: leavlng the ~ystem . sures,or valve-stem positions. The turbine is then
(s) automatlc extractlon steam for Industriai use tested accordingly.
(t) continuous drains from wet-steam turbine cas-

ings and connection lines 3.6.2 For units with a high pressure section op-
(u) subcooled moisture used for moisture separator erating entirely in the superheat region; a valve point

or reheater coil-drain cooling may be located by finding a point of local maximum
(v) reactor core spray high pressure section efficiency. To do this, the f10w
(w) heater-blanketing steam lines to the unit is changed in small increments throughout
(x) water and steam sampling equipment. If it is a range which includes the valve point. At each

impossible to isolate water and steam sampling equip- f10w increment, pressure and temperature measure-
ment and if the sampling flow is significant, it shall ments are taken at both inlet and exhaust so that
be measured. high pressure section efficiency can be derived. A

(y) steam to air preheaters local maximum efficiency will be evident, provided
suitable instruments and test procedures have been
used. During testing, a parameter which varies with
flow (such as control valve position(s), or pressure

13
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are not met, according to PTe 1-1991, subpart P,
para. 4.16, the partj,es to the test may eliminate the
test runs by mutuai agreement. The eriteria are to
verify correct operating conditions and are not to
determine statistical outliers.

The heat rate differences used are based on experi
ence and do not relate direetly to uncertainties in
Tables 9.1-9.4.

3.7 NUMBER Of TEST RUNS

3.6.3 A valve point established in terms of pressures
is found by measuring pressure at a tap pravided
for each steam admission zone served by a valve.
While the valve remains c1osed, the pressure in this
zone will be nearly the same as the first stage
pressure of the turbine. As the valve opens, the
difference between these two pressures will gradually
change and the zone pressure will rise above the
first stage pressure.

3.6.4 A valve point established in terms of valve
stem position is found by taking the appropriate
measurements during operation.

3.6.5 lf valve points are located prior to the start
of the test series, time and labor ean be saved during
the tests.

3.6.6 Valve points are numbered conseeutively
from the minimum arc of admission. For example,
consider a machine with four control valves designed
such that the first two valves open together. The
first valve point occurs where the third valve is
about to open, and the second valve point occurs
where the fourth valve is about to open.

ratio across either the first stage or the complete
high pressure section) should also be recorded so
the valve point can be readily set during the test
series.

3.7.2 Duplicate Test Runs. The requirements of
this Code for agreement between the results of
duplicate test runs are i1lustrated by severaI hypothet
ical sequences of test results in examples (a) thraugh
(g) below. When two test runs are conducted at the
same test point, the corrected test heat rates shall
agree within 0.25 percent. Thus, neither test differs
fram the average by more than one-half this amount
or 0.125 pereent. Units for the heat rates in the
following are Btu/kWhr.

(a) 2 test runs within 0.25%
8009
7991
use average = 8000

If the two test runs differ by more than 0.25 .
percent, additional test runs are required at the same
test point unti! the corrected heat rates of at least
two test runs agree within the 0.25 percent. If more
than one pair of test runs meets the 0.25 pereent
criterion, then the pair that most c10sely falls on
the locus eurve of the correeted test heat rates from
other test points shall be accepted. Alternatively,
another test run may be made.

3.7.1 Recommended Test. As a mmlmum, dupl i- (b) 3 test runs with third outside range of other two
cate test runs should be performed at valves-wide- 8010 > 0.25% from nearest one
open and at two part load points. Duplicate test 7988

-------fl:lfls--at-tlìe-same--0J3er-<l;tifl~€E)Acliti0A_=fecll:l€~t~,ee------7-98QI----------------

ranCiom-error-compo-nentof uncertainty. the- part~ I.lseave-rage-oflasnwo-,;, 79"84
load tests should be performed at valve points to (e) 3 test runs agree with third test run between
ensure that duplicate test runs are at the same other two
eonditions. The test series should begin and end 8015
with the same valve point test run, preferably the 7985 > 0.25% from first one
valves-wide-open test run. 8000

Consecutive tests should not be perfarmed at the use average fram third test (8000)
same load without changing valve positions and in a pair that best fits locus curve
breaking isolation. It may be necessary to break (d) 3 tests runs with third test run between other
isolation to maintain hotwell level during the load two, followed by a fourth test run
change. Load change should be at least to the 8011 > 0.25% from nearest one
next higher, or lower, valve point, or, far full-are 7979
admission turbines, at least 15 percent of load. 7988

The criteria of para. 3.7.2 are to verify that op- 7983
erating conditions during duplicate test runs are use average of last three = 7983
eorrect, provided that changes in load and isolation If no two corrected heat rates fall within 0.25
are made between these duplicate runs. If the criteria percent of eaeh other after three test runs have been
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the turbine at a slightly higher speed in the event
of loss of load.

3.8.3 Operating Conditions. Every effort shall be
made to run the tests under specified operating
conditions, or as close to specified operating condi
tions as possible in order to avoid the application
of corrections to test results, or minimize the magni
tude of the corrections. In addition, variations in
any condition that may influence the results of the .
test, shall be made as nearly constant as practicable
before the test begins and shall be so maintained
throughout the test. Steam generator and turbine
controls shall be fine-tuned prior to the test to
minimize deviation of variables. Table 3.1 lists the
permissible deviation of variables prescribed with
the exceptions as noted in para. 3.8.11. A slow
change in variables, or "drift," during the test run,
will frequently occur in addition to the fluctuations
addressed in Table 3.1. For some key parameters,
"drift" should be limited to 50 percent of the permis
sible deviations presented in Table 3.1 for the aver
age of the test conditions from design or rated
conditions. These key parameters are initial steam
pressure, initial and reheat steam temperature, ex
haust pressure, output, and speed. Operating within
the Iimits of Table 3.1 is especially important for
the alternative test, since more correction curves
are used than in the full-scale test. .

3.8.4 Hydrogen purity should be maximized to
decrease windage 1055, improve heat transfer, and
for safety reasons. Operating manuals specify a mini
mum hydrogen purity, with safety as the primary
consideration. For instances where hydrogen purity
is below the manufacturer's specified value, the test
soouIctbe postponeeLuno t111e::prrrtty::cetIT:b:e=brolJg·~hlt--. --
to the specified value. Improvement is usually easy
to achieve and should not impose undue hardship
on the parties to the test. The hydrogen purity
instrumentation should be checked to ensure correct
indication.

3.8.5 The turbine and its cycle shall be in normal
operation during the test, except for cycle isolation,
(see Subsection 3.5). Except as provided in para.
3.8.2, no special adjustments shall be made to
the turbine that are inappropriate for norma I and
continuous operation.

3.8.6 The turbine shaft-sealing system, if controlled,
shall be adjusted to normal operating conditions
during a test and arrangement made to measure any
flow outward or inward that will influence test
results.

made at the same test point, the test procedure
and instrumentation must be carefully reviewed to
determine and correct the cause before proceeding
to run more test runs.

(e) 3 test runs with no pair within 0.25%
8021
8000
7979
find cause before proceeding

At any one test point, ali corrected test heat rates
falling within 0.125 percent of their average shall
be accepted.

(f) 4 tests with close grouping
8010
8005
8012
8000
use average of ali four =8007,
since each is within 0.125%
of their average.
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3.8 TESTING CQNDITIONS

3.8.1 Constancy oi Test Conditions. Preparatory to
any test run, the turbine and ali associated equipment
shall be operated for a sufficient time to attain
steady-state condition. Steady-state conditions shall
have been attained when the criteria of para. 3.8.3
are met.

When a tracer is used for determining steam
quality, the injection period should commence suffi
ciently prior to the start of the test run to attain
equilibrium. As a guide, it may be conservatively

i--_-----1f--__--"e=xp-ected that e~uilibrium is attained when a time
period;equal·to-twice thecalculatedtransit-time
through the longest injection line plus the longest
sample line following the commencement of injec
tion, has passed. For the purpose of this Code,
equilibrium shall have been attained when the con
centration of tracer in two consecutive samples taken
during the test at a 30-minute interval differ by no
more than 3 percent from one another.

3.8.2 Appropriate means shall be employed for
securing constant load. This may be accomplished
by blocking the valve-gear or control valve travel
in the opening direction at the desired load, leaving
the control valves free to move in the closing direc
tion in the event of upsets or emergency situations.
While the machine is so operating, it will be unable
to carry more load than that far which the valve
gear or contrai valves are blocked, but will regulate
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TABUE 3.1
PERMISSIBlE DEViATION OIF VARIAIIUES ..

Variable

(a) Initial sleam pressure

(b) Initial and reheat steam temperature

(c) Initial sleam quality

(d) Primary f10w

(e) Secondary flows

(f) Pressure drop through fossil unit reheater

(g) Extraction pressures

(h) Extracti~n f1aws***

(i) Temperature of feed water leaving final
heater

(j) Exhaust pressure****

(k) Load

(/) Voltage

(m) Power factor

(n) Speed

(o) Aggregate isentropic enthalpy drop of
anyone of lhe sections of an automatic
extraction turbine

*Permissible Devialion for the Average
of the Test Conditions from Design or

Rated Conditions

±3.0% of the absolute pressure

±lsoF (8K) when superheat is 27"-SO°F
(l5-30K); ±30°F (16K) when super
heat is in excess af 50°F (30K)

±O.S percentage points of quality for tur
bines with wet throttle steam

Not specified

±S.O% x (primary f1ow)/(secondary flow)

±SO.O%

±S.O%

±S.O%

±lO°F (6K)

±O.OS psi (0.34 kPa) or ±2.S% of the ab-
solute pressure, whichever is larger

Refer to para. 3.1 3.5

±5.0%

Not specified

±S.O%

±1O.0%

**Permissible Fluctualions During Any
Test Run

±0.2S% of the absolute pressure or 5.0
psi (34.5 kPa). whichever is larger

±4°F (2K) where superheat is 27°-50°F
(15-30K); ± 7°F (4K) where superheat
is in excess of 50°F (30K)

±0.1 percentage points of quality for tur
bines with wet throttle steam

Refer to para. 4.10.1

Same as (d) x (primary f1ow)/(secondary
flow)

±0.02 psi (0.14 kPa) or ±1. 0% of the
absolute pressure, whichever is larger

±0.2S%

±1.0%

±0.2S%

In any event, the manufacturer's allowable variations in pressure temperature and speed are not to be exceeded, unless specifically
agreed to befare the test.

** Fluctuations would be indicated by scatter in the data (refer to para. 3.9.2).
*** When steam is extracted for feedwater heaters, the extraction pressures (which are fjxed by the turbine design and f10w conditions)

may deviate from expected values by a few percent. This normally has a negligible effect upon the overall performance. Il shall be
---------a""'s"'c"'er:r.ta'""In=.eoJl1<ltsuclLaevlabonsasBoexlstare notdue tomaltunctlOnlng oUeedwateLheaters.lt large devlatlonsperslst. agreement

must be reached as to the course to be followed.
****If it is not practicable to obtain design or rated exhaust pressure, the test may be conducted by agreement at another exhaust pressure,

and either party may require that the exhaust pressure correction curve be verified by test.

3.8.7 During any heat rate, steam rate, or capacity
determination of a constant-speed turbine, the tur
bine shall be operated at specified speed.

3.8.8 Permissible Adjustments. To attain specified
operating conditions it is permissible to:

(a) Lower initial pressure. If this is accomplished
by throttling the initial steam supply, it must be done
not less than 10 pipe diameters upstream from the
point at which the initial steam pressure and tempera
ture are measured.
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(b) Adjust exhaust pressure. This may possibly be
done by bleeding air into the suction ofthe air removal
equipment, by removing some air removal equipment
from service, or by reducing cooling capacity. Hotwell
conductivity should be c10sely monitored·if these ad
justments are made.

3.8.9 Valve Positions. Nozzle, bypass, extraction,
and secondary flow valves ta or from the turbine,
if provided, shall be in the position contemplated
by the specified performance. If the specification is

mdl
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not c1ear in this respect, or if any of these valve
positions cannot be attained, the parties to the test
shall agree as to the intento

3.8.10 Measurements of feedwater heater and con
denser circulating water leakage are not required, but
these components should be checked for excessive
leakage. This check is particularly important on
feedwater heaters where leakage would affect the
determination of primary flow or reheater flow.

3.8.11 Deviations. Deviations of variables in excess
of the limits prescribed in Table 3.1, or as otherwise
agreed upon, may occur during a test run. If such
deviations are observed during the test run, the
cause shall be eliminated and the test continued,
if possible, until ali variables are within the specified
limits far the planned duration of the test run.

If the cause of the deviations cannot be eliminated
during the test run, or if deviations are discovered
during computation of results from a completed test
run, that run shall be rejected in whole, or in part,
and repeated as necessary after the cause of the
deviations has been eliminated, except in the case
of initial steam pressure and initial and reheat steam
temperature.

If the initial steam pressure, initial steam tempera
ture, or reheat steam temperature exceed the maxi
mum permissible deviation indicated in Table 3.1,
the correction factors far these variables must be
calculated for the specific cycle being considered
and used in piace of the standard steam conditions
corrections normally provided with the turbine.

Any rejected portions of the test run shall not be
used in computing the overall averages. The results
of that test run will then be deemed acceptable

-I-+-------.-p=ro""'v-,-,-Ioea:
(a) valid periods aggregate to one hour or more,
(b) quantity of readings obtained during the valid

period satisfies the criteria of paras. 3.9.1 through
3.9.5, and

(e) selected time periods do not include generation
changes, level changes, or any integrated data from
any part of the invalid periods.

3.9 FREQUENCY OF OBSERVATIONS AND
DURATIONS OF TEST

3.9.1 Frequency of Observations. For steam rate
or heat rate tests, output observations from indicating
meters and differentials on flow meters for primary
f10w shall be made at intervals no greater than
one minute. Other important measurements shall
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be made at no greater than five-minute intervals.
Integrating meters and water levels shall be read at
intervals not exceeding 10 minutes.

3.9.2 Duration of Test Runs. This Code recom
mends a minimum steady-state test run of two-hour
duration for each load point. Although high speed
data acquisition systems may permit enough readings
to be taken in less than two hours to satisfy other
requirements, the two-hour minimum is recom
mended to verify cycle isolation, In any case the
length of the test period for which readings are
averaged shall be at least as long as the period
which corresponds to NR from Fig. 3.1. N R is the
required number of readings whose averaged scatter
will affect the test results by an uncertainty no larger
than 0.05 percent. Table 3.2 contains..!he percentage
coefficients to be used to calculate Z, the abscissa
on Fig. 3.1.

3.9.3 Numberof Readings Available. During a test
run, after severaI readings have been recorded and
their scatter established, Fig. 3.1 may be used to
determine how many readings are needed to comply
with the 0;05 percent effect of the scatter on the
results or to determine if improvements are needed
in the instrumentation or in the controI of test
conditions.

3.9.4 iIIustrations and Derivation. Section 7 in this
Code presents illustrations for the use of Fig. 3.1
as well as its derivation. A method is also presented
and illustrated for estimating the uncertainty of a
test based on ali the readings of a specific type that
are used to calculate the test results. A comprehen-
sive treatment of calculation of uncertainty is pre
ser:Jted-in-P-1=G---1-9..1.....---------------

3.9.5 Only such observations and measurements
need be made as apply and are necessary to attain
the objective of the test. In the case of the alternative
test, additional measurements beyond those required
may be desirable to aid in the analysis of test results.

3.10 CALIBRATION OF INSTRUMENTS

3.10.1 Ali measuring instruments shall be accurate
and reliable and shall be calibrated as required in
compliance with criteria given in Section 4. Calibra
tion standards shall be traceable to those maintained
by the National Institute of Standards and Tech
nology.

The ratio of the accuracy of the measuring standard
compared to the instrument being calibrated is re-
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TABlE 3.2
DEFINITIONS AND NOTES TO FIGURE 3.1

(A) 01 , O2 INFLUENCE FACTORS FOR CALCULATIONS THE ABSClSSA OF FIG. 3.1

ASME PTC 6-1996

Notes: .
(7) 01 is expressed as percent effect per percent of instrument reading.

(2) O2 is expressed as percent effect per unit of instrument reading.

(3) O,', 0/ are the slopes of the correction-factor curves.

(4) O," or 0/' are used to take into account the effect of the instrument-reading range far f1uctuation in measurements used to establish
any enthalpy appearing in the heat rate equation. Far O," or O2'' values use the applicable Figs. 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 or 7.5 after converting the
ordinate to percentage effect per percent of absolute pressure or absolute temperature for O," or percent effect per unit of reading for O{.

Type of Data

(1) Power
(2) Flow by Volumetric Weigh Tanks
(3) Flow by Flow-Nozzle Differentials
(4) Steam Pressure and Temperature
(5) Feedwater Temperature
(6) Exhaust Pressure

(B) FOR COMBINING TYPES OF DATA

01

1.0
1.0
0.5
O,' + 8( 82' + O2''

(h"
0/

Type oi Data

(7) Average of n columns of similar readings such as 4 exhaust-pressure taps

(2) Total effect of m types of readings with the same time interval between readings.
such as load and fiow, or pressure and temperature

Combined

~_ .y2.-; 1'=
Zn = = - ·,h:.Zì

...[ii n

- .r;::-:;ji
Zm = "\JkZ"

NOTES:
(1) Z is the percentage effect the instrument readings range (maximum reading - minimum reading) has on the test results.
(2) Subscript i refers to columns of individuai measurements.

ferred to as accuracy ratio. Wherever achievable, to be calibrated and the calibration standard. A plot
an accuracy ratio of 10:1 is desirable for calibration or table of deviation versus instrument measurement

--+---77wO::o=-=rK.... Extremely .. accurate ìnst1'Ill11eDtLcmpLcgçhing==is:--th~ll...-tJSE!cl=t(J=fJ~tefmifle-:tAe--.amEJtlHt__Elf...-G0~mGti?r-I------
the accuracy of the measuring standard may have to be applied toa-tesi measu-reme-i1t.Calioration
a ratio of 4:1 . results also may take the form of instrument output

Consideration shall be given to the environment at a known value of input as determined by the
in which the calibration takes piace. Even under calibration standard. From this, a conversion equa-
laboratory conditions, the quantity being measured tion can be developed for the instrument.
and the instruments. obtaining the measured value The calibration report should include the identifi-
can be influenced by vibration, magnetic fields, cation of the calibration equipment and instruments,
ambient temperature, changes in local acceleration a desc;ription of the calibration process, a statement
due to gravity, f1uctuation, instability of the voltage of uncertainty of the measuring standard, and a
source, and other variables. tabulation of the recorded calibration data. The

A calibration should cover the range for which report should be signed by a responsible representa-
the instrument is used. The increment between cali- tive of thecalibration laboratory. Where appropriate,
bration points and the method of interpolation be- calibration shall be performed with test instruments
tween these points shall be selected so as to attain installed in piace for the test and ali calibrations
the lowest possible calibration uncertainty. shall be available prior to the test.

For each calibration point, a deviation may be In-piace calibration of station instrumentation is
found between the value measured by the instrument necessary when secondary f10w measurements are
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made by a permanently installed flow element for
which calibration is required or where station instru
ments and a computer are used for test data acqui
sition.

Installation of ali test instrumentation shall comply
with ali applicable criteria of Section 4. Instruments
subject to failure or breakage in service should be
duplicated by reserve instruments, properly cali
brated, and ready to be placed in service without
delay.

denser neck shall be considered cycle losses, not
turbine losses.

3.12.2 The numerica I values of corrections shall
be agreed upòn prior to the test. Auxiliary tests may
be run for the purpose of verifying the value of
certain correction factors. Any such special tests
shall be completely described in the test report, as
to the methods employed and the results obtained.
(See paras. 3.4.5 and 3.8.11 and Section 5.)

3.13 METHODS OF COMPARING TEST
RESULTS

3.13.1 The method of comparing test results to the
specified performance shall be agreed upon by both
parties prior to the test. The following are different
methods that can be utilized to make these compar
isons.

3.12 CORRECTIONS

3.12.1 Corrections shall be applied to the test
results for any deviations of the test conditions from
those. specified. Correction factors may be in the
form of curves or numerical values. The method of
applying corrections shall be carried out as required
in Section 5. Thermallosse~ associated with unlagged
heaters and connecting piping located in the con-

3.11 STEAM PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS

3.11.1 Extraction pressure and temperature mea
surements, when required, should be made both at
the turbine end and the feedwater heater end of
the extraction piping for feedwater heaters located
outside the condenser neck. Source connections in
the intermediate pressure to low pressure crossover 3.13.2 Valve Point Basis. If the specified perform-
pipe or in the low pressure turbine bowl may be ance is based on valve points, then a locus curve
used as a common point for intermediate pressure can be drawn through the specified performance
section and low pressure section efficiency determi- points for comparison with another locus curve
nations. Paragraphs 4.17.21 and 4.18.3 should be drawn through the corrected test heat rates con-
consulted for guidance in selecting locations for ducted at valve points. Test results may be compared
pressure taps and thermowells. with the specified performance by reading the differ-

3.11.2 Steam enthalpy shall be determined from ence between the two locus curves at the specified
kilowatt load(s). Alternatively, the comparison may

temperature and pressure measurements only when
the steam is superheated at least 2rF (15K). be made at the test valve-point loads. In any case,

the provisions and intent of the contract must be met.
3.11.3 Thermodynamic Properties. Except with There may be instances when regulatory restric-
written agreements to the contrary, the latest edition tions Iimit operation of a unit to loads below the
of the ASME Steam Tables, "Thermodynamic and valves-wide-open point. In such cases it is necessary
Transport Properties of Steam" and its enthalpy- to apply a correction for operating on a valve loop

-----------ct:!11:nJPd@gIClllljLY\-Qlli~cçb:crIt), ... ?b:crU=l:>t:::]:l~-jinIJ-.---eS0-··that-tAe:=t~st· ..Aeat=r~te:=at=the:-hignest __peFFfli55ible-e--
the calculation of test results. When computers aretestfoac(may be TnCluded on the cùive of corrected •
used, they may link to compiled versions of the test heat rates.
source code as supplied with the steam tables. It is recommended that the highest test load be
Otherwise, they shall be programmed in accordance as close to the valves-wide-open load as possible
with the 1967 International Formulations for Indus- to keep the valve loop correction to a minimum.
trial Use. Testing at reduced steam generator pressure is recom

mended, where practical, to minimize the loop
correction.

The following approach is recommended:
(a) Establish by test the pressure drop across the

last controIvalve(s) to open in valves-wide-open oper
ation. Steam generator pressure may be reduced to
open the last valve(s). If this is not possible, use the
design pressure drop for the last control valve(s), when
fully open.

(b) Measure the pressure drop across the last con
trol valve(s) to open during the highest load test.
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- )----

k values for other types of turbines should be
obtained from the manufacturer.

3.13.3 Mean-of-the-Valve-loop Basis. If the speci
fied performance is based on mean of the valve
loopsl it may be convenient to convert to the valve
point basis, and the correction curves for this conver
sion shall be furnished by the manufacturer. How
ever, if there is any doubt as to their accuracy,
enthalpy drop or other efficiency tests can be l'un
to establish the difference between the valve-point
curve and the mean-of-the-valve-Ioop curve.

3.13.4 Throttled Valve(s) Basis. For mach ines with
a single valve or multiple valves operating in unison,
each test heat rate should be compared to design

where
Pc= corrected first stage inlet (bowl) absolute

pressure
Po= test first stage inlet (bowl) absolute press
Ps= specified throttle absolute pressure
PI= test throttle absolute pressure

(b) In tests of light water reactor (LWR) cycles with
reheat, the use of the alternative procedure may not
provide sufficient data to establish the turbine throttle
(IQw,particLJlmty.i ftl-re-rTTairrstE:<ìl1ìflow-te>-th~r~heater~----
is not measured. In such tests, one of the following
procedures may be used by agreement of the parties
to the test:

(1) Determine the main steam flow to the re
heater with avàilable plant instrumentation or;

(2) Conduct calibration tests, without the re
heater in service, of the first stage pressure versus
throttle flow, and correct the flow using manufactur
er's data to obtain the throttle f10w during tests with
the reheater in the cycle.

If either of these procedures cannot be imple
mented, then;

(3) Use the design values for the reheater flow
and subtract this value from the total f10w to obtain
the throttle flow for each test point.

(c) Using the above relationship, extrapolate to a
throttle f10w which would exist at the valves-wide-

heat rate at the same percent of valves-wide-open
load. This can best be done by including a test at
the valves-wide-open load. Therefore, this is the
preferred condition. However, some units cannot
be tested with valves wide open. In these cases, it
is necessary to predict the test valves-wide-open
load using the available test information given below.
It is recommended that the highest test load be at
least 95 percent of the load corresponding to rated
flow at specified steam conditions and cycle arrange
ment in order to minimize uncertainty in the extrapo
lation method. The following approach is recom
mended:

(a) Establish the relationship between the test throt
tle f10w vs. first stage inlet (bowl) pressure over as
much of the load range as possible. See Fig. 3.2. Cor
rectthe throttle flow from the test th rottie steam condi
tions to the specified throttle steam conditions at
valves wide open as shown in para. 5.4.2. The first
stage inlet (bowl) pressure must be corrected to speci
fied throttle pressure at valves wide open as follows:

Ps
pc = po X -.

Pt

\l'n

Wma

the ratio of f10w through the final valve(s)
to total flow during the highest load test
(decimai fraction of total flow being sub
jected to extra throttling.)

W n (APmo !lPVWO)Percent !lHR = - 100k
wmo Pt

(c) Apply the following equation to obtain the per
centage heat rate correction:

where subscript ma indicates highest load test, and

f

the ratio of (1) the difference between pres
sure drop across the final valve(s) during
the highest load test and the pressure drop
across .the same valve(s) at valves-wide
open conditions, to (2) throttle pressure (ex
tra pressure drop due to final valve(s) not
being wide open.)

k= the percentage effect on heat rate for a 1
percent change in pressure drop

Pr=absolute throttle pressure
k= 0.15 for turbines with nuclear steam supply

operating predominantly in the moisture
region.

k= 0.10 for turbines operating predominantly
r--'-----j- ...!Jinl..L...!tJ..!h~e_.is~uf;1erheat region.
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Specified throttle pressure

---~X---~)(:"'----4<~----- Design pressure
drop at VWO

Predicted
VWO

throttle
f10w

I

x = Test va lues. corrected to
speclfied th rollie pressu re

Throttle Flow Corrected to Specified Conditions

FIG. 3.2 CORRECTED FIRST STAGE INlET (BOWl) PRESSURE VS.
CORRECTED THROTTLE FlOW FOR USE IN DETERMINING

PREDlCTED VWO THROTTLE FlOW

open point, using the design pressure drop from the
throttle inlet to first stage inlet (bowl) at valves wide
open.

(d) Determine the valves-wide-open load by estab
lishing a curve of corrected throttle flow vs. corrected
test load. See Fig. 3.3. Extrapolate to valves-wide-open
flow (from item 2) using the slope ofthe corresponding
curves derived from design heat balances as a ref-

i-----erence.
. ---~--_._-- ---_...-

(e) The percent of valves-wide-open load for any
test point can be determined using the extrapolated
valves-wide-open load.

Predicted VWO throllie f10w

x • Test valuBs, corrected to
specified throllie pressure

3.13.5 Specified load Basis. During steam rate or
heat rate tests at specified loads, it shall be permissi
ble to adjust the load of the test so that when ali
corrections have been applied, the corrected load
will be within five percent of the load specified for
the test. The test results may be reported at a load
within this percentage.

The load correction may be applied only when
guarantees are made at specified loads and when the
valve point or mean-of-the-valve-Ioop comparisons
cannot be utilized.

Predlcted
VWO
load

Corrected Test Load

FIG. 3.3 CORRECTED THROTTlE FlOW VS.
CORRECTEO TEST lOAD FOR USE IN

DETERMINING PREDlCTEO VWO lOAO
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3.14 TOlERANCES

3.14.1 Tolerances are contractual adjustments to
test results or to guarantees and are beyond the
scope of this Code. Allowances for test uncertainties
shall not be applied to the test results when a test
is run in accordance with this Code. The test results
shall be reported as calculated fram test observations
with only such corrections as are provided for in
this Code.
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SECTION 4 - INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS
Of MEASUREMENT

4.1.5 Necessarylnstruments. The instruments gen
erally required for a Code test of a steam turbine
are listed below and are for check purposes only:

(a) far a mechanical-drive turbine, a dynamometer
of a type suitable to the turbine and to the circum
stances of the test, see Subsection 4.2

(b) far a turbine-generator, instruments for the mea
surements of the electrical output and power far exci
tation, if separately supplied, and for other turbine-

GENERAl

4.1.3 Equivalent Instrumentation. By mutuai
agreement of the parties to the test, manual instru
ment systems as described herein may be used as
an alternative to the advanced instrument systems
specified by this Code.

4.1.4 Use of Mercury in Instrumentation. Certain
manual instrumentation systems require the use of
indìcating fluids to indicate pressure or differential
pressure. Historically, mercury is one of the fluids
commonly used for this purpose. Mercury will alloy
with many other metals such as copper, lead, tin,
bronze, and Monel and their alloys. There is evi
dence that Inconel alloys, zircaloy, and certain stain
less steels are also sensitive to mercury. These materi-

4.1

4.1.1 In the absence of special agreements to the
contrary, this Code presents the mandatory require
ments for instruments, methods, and precautions
which shall be employed. It emphasizes the use of
advanced instrument systems, such as those using
electronic devices or mass flow techniques, that are
suitable for use with digitai systems. The Supplements
on Instruments and Apparatus, PTC 19 serìes, provide
generai and authoritative information concerning
instruments and their use and should be consulted
if sufficient information is not included in this Code.

als are used extensively in the construction of various
nuclear steam supply system components that come
in contact with feedwater returned from the turbine
cycle.

Mercury constitutes a hazard to light-water cooled
and moderated nuclear steam supply .systems if
introduced into the feedwater stream. If the use of
mercury cannot be avoided in pressure measuring
instruments, the following precautions are recom
mended:

(a) Keep valves to test instriJments c10sed except
during test runs.

(b) Install quick-c1osing solenoid valves in test in-
4.1.2 Duplicate Instrumentation. This Code speci- strument sensing lines to close automatically on sys-
fies duplicate instrumentation far measuring certain tems upsets.
types of data that are criticai to .the test results; such (c) Employ double mercury traps.
data may include flow nozzle pressure differentials (d) Locate primary flow element in the low pressure
and steam temperatures. Other data, such as exhaust part of the feedwater cycle where it is more remote
pressures, vary over the region involved; the several from the nuclear steam supply system (see para. 4.9.1).
measurements required confirm each other by their Mercury metal and compounds of mercury may
pattern from test point to test point. Beyond these, cause dangerous environmental problems. The rela-
duplication of many types of instrumentation should tively high vapor pressure of mercury presents a
be seriously considered to assure successful use of serious health hazard if spillage occurs. Extreme
the instruments or to detect trouble, and to gain care is necessary and strict adherence must be given
the significant reduction of the uncertainty of the to ali applicable regulations concerning mercury. If

--I--------::l\lE!rfl:gE!:=e>f-=til_~=:_el1;l,:ili~a!il'lg_=in~~~l;Il'fl~lìtS_:::_"~lati\le___t0==the--l'i5k--0f-\;J5iFlg---lT-Ier-Gblr-y-:fi.I.leQ-mar:lQr-neter~s~i:5-:judged-----

that of a single instrument. Refer to Figs: 4.ffa- ·unaccepiélble by oneOi DOtn partiesto the tèst,
4.11 e. regardless of the degree of precaution exercised, the

parties may employ advanced instrument systems
(such as those employing certain high sensitivity
differential-pressure transducers) in accordance with
paras. 4.1.1 and 4.8.1 of this Code.
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p = NT

27TNT
p=-

33000

4.2 MEASUREMENT Of MECHANICAL
OUTPUT

where
P= power, watts (W)
N= rotational speed, rad/sec
T= torque, newton-meters

For power expressed in U.S. customary units

generator auxiliary services, see Subsections 4.4
through 4.7

(c) for determining condenser leakage, instruments
required for using tracer techniques, electrolytic or
other measuring means refer to PTC 12.2, Surface
Steam Condensers .

(d) for the location and type of test instrumentation
required for full scale testing of a typical unit, see Fig.
4.11 (a) to Fig. 4.11 (c) and Subsection 4.8 through
para. 4.19.1.8

(e) for the location and type of test instrumentation
required for the alternative test witn final feedwater
flow measurement, see Fig. 4.11 (d) to Fig. 4.11 (e) and
Subsection 4.8 through para. 4.19.1.8

(f) for measurement of speed, see Subsection 4.20.

4.1.6 Measuring Devices with Digitai Outputs. To
minimize uncertainty, it is recommended that mea
surement signals snould be converted from analog
to digitai only once. Therefore, if a measuring device
has a digitai output, this digitai signal should be
transmitted to a data logger ratner than use an
analog converter.

where
p= power, horsepower (hp)
N = rotational speecl (rpm)
T= torque, foot-pounds (ft Ibf)

Rotational speed measurement is discussed in Sub
section 4.20.

For shaft power measurement when the prime
mover is driving a connected load, such as required
for a feedwater pump drive turbine in an acceptance
test, the transmission dynamometer (shaft torque
meter) is recommended. Absorption dynamometers
(reaction torque measurement systems) absorb the
primer mover power output and cannot be used
while simultaneously driving a connected load.

Either surface strain shaft torque meters or angular
displacement shaft tarque meters which are compati
ble for use in either computerized data recording
systems or for use with electronic digitai indicators
should be used.

For shaft power measurement of a mechanical
drive turbine that can be tested without its connected
load, an absorption dynamometer (reaction torque
measurement system) can be used. Such a test might
occur when a mechanical drive turbine is tested
independently of a turbine-generator acceptance test.

Precautions must be taken in the construction and
use of torque meters to ensure accuracy. The torque

4.2.1 Recommended Measurement Methods. Ab- meter shall be accurate within 1 percent of torque.
sorption dynamometers (reaction torque measure- Torque meter readings shall be taken with the fre-
ment systems) or transmission dynamometers (shaft quency indicated in Subsection 3.9 and shall not
torque meters) shall be used to measure mechanical exceed the permissible deviations shown in Table
output of prime movers which can be an auxiliary 3.1. Because power is proportional to speed, speed

shall be accurately determined in accordance with
turbine, turbine generator shaft, or electric motor. Subsection 4.20.
Tnese measurement systems are described in detail

-----inJ~IC.J..9J--On~easllrement..o.f...ShafU:lorsepower-"--....4.2.2----IransmissiOILfiyJ1amometer.s..--lShafLturtllle""- _
The ·direcfmétnod f6rméasOfintrpowér; iJtil izihg 'mefer);Tràìisiiiissi6ndynambiiiétérssh'aIl bé Cali:

a dynamometer or a torque meter, involves determi- brated before and after the test series with the
nation of the variables in the following equation: torsional member at approximately the same temper-

For power expressed in SI units ature as expected during the test. The calibration
shall be conducted with the torsion indicating device
in piace, taking care not to introduce any bending
moments in the torque meter shaft. One such method
of calibration is shown in PTC 19.7. Recordings of
the indicator shall be made with a series of increasing
loads and then with a series of decreasing loads,
with the precaution tnat during the recording of each
series of readings the loads shall not be reversed. The
calculation of output shall be based on the average
of the increasing and decreasing readings. If the
difference in readings between increasing and de
creasing loads exceeds 0.2 percent of the load, the
dynamometer shall be deemed unsatisfactory.
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4.2.5 Absorption dynamometers shall be carefully
examined before and after the test and zero scale
readings taken. The output shall be determined as
shown in PTe 19.7.

4.2.3 Absorp'tion Dynamometers (Reaction torque
system). Absorption dynamometers are preferably
arranged so that the reaction due to friction of any
bearings that are essentially a part of the dynamome
ter will be automatically included inthe dynamome
ter readings. Otherwise the parties to the test shall
agree upon an allowance for these losses which
shall be stated in the test report.

The shaft torque meter may be ~ Ither a special
coupling spacer, installed only during the test, that
connects the prime mover shaft to the connected
load or it may be a permanently installed part
of either the prime mover shaft or the connected
load shaft.

To minimize potential error, the shaft torque meter
capacity range should be approximately equal to
but slightly greater than the torque range of the
prime mover.

Temperature compensation in the electronic cir
cuit is recommended to minimize errors that could
occur if the test is conducted at temperatures different
from the temperature that existed when the torque
meter was calibrated.

4.3 MEASUREMENT OF FEEDWATER PUMP
POWER

4.3.1 GeneraI. Any thermal energy that is either
added to or removed from the turbine cycle by the
feedwater pump or its associated auxiliary systems
shall be measured and properly accounted for in
the turbine heat rate calculations (see paras. 5.7.1
and 5.7.2). The following types of feedwater pump
drives can be used: auxiliary turbine drives, motar,
and turbine-generator shaft drives.

Regardless of the type of feedwater pump drive
that is used, the feedwater pump power can be
determine.d by either of the following methods:

(a) pump shaft power calculated from measured
shaft torque and speed (see Subsection 4.2 for torque
measurement and Subsection 4.20 far speed mea
surement)

(b) pump power calculated by an energy balance
around the pump using measured fluid flow rates,
temperature, and pressure of ali fluids that enter and
leave the feedwater pumps (see para. 4.3.5). The en
ergy balance method is described in this Section.

4.3.1.1 For auxiliary turbine driven feedwater
pumps, it is also necessary to determine the thermal
energy that is extracted from the turbine cycle.
This can be accomplished by one of the following
methods: .4.2.4 Precautionary Measures for Absorption Dy-

namometers. In the case of absorption dynamome- (a) measurement of flow rate, pressure, and neces-
ters, care must be taken so that no external forces sary measurements to obtain enthalpy of steam that
are applied which may introduce errors. The op- enters and leaves the auxiliary turbine (see Subsection
erating fluid of water brakes and cooling air of 4.12 and para. 4.16.3)
electric absorption dynamometers shall enter and (b) shaft power calculated from measured torque
leave in the radiai or axial direction. There shall and speed and then divided by the efficiency of the

~~~~~~~~~;I~~~i~àv~{)~~~est:~;~~~~~;~;'-'-'~nJJJt~"'-~_-..-.":~:~~~~n~~;~~toobtain the energy removed fram

Hose connections, if employed, shall cause no sensi- Method (b) requires the use of the manufacturer's
ble force in the tangential direction. If automatic predicted turbine efficiency and must be agreed to
valves are employed to regulate operating fluid flow by ali parties to the test, especially if the auxiliary
by means of movement of the stationary dynamome- turbine is being acceptance tested concurrently with
ter element, these valves shall have their resistance the turbine-generator.

to motion equal in both directions. Oashpots em- 4.3.2 Typical Instrumentation for Pump Power by
ployed to dampen oscillation shall also have their Energy Balance Method. Fig. 4.1 shows the typical
resistance to motion equal in both directions. Other instrumentation for measurement of feedwater pump
precautions for specific types of absorption dyna- power and is representative of feedwater pumps that
mometers are detailed in PTe 19.7. have a speed changer and hydraulic coupling. The

prime' mover could be an auxiliary turbine,' motor
drive, or turbine generator shaft drive. The hydraulic
coupling and speed changer are not commonly
used with ali three types of feedwater pump drives.
However, in some situations they may be used.
Therefore, the following text describes thermody-
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Prime
mover
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Discharge
from other
pump

Discharge
'-r-....,.....,-- for reheat

spray

F---_... Suction
to other
pump

gi = Gland-injection-water inlet
go = Gland-injection-water outlet
ai = Oil-cooler-inlet water
00 = Oil-cooler-outlet water
ao = Interstage leakoff

for reheat spray

4.3.5 Calculations. The calculations shown below
c10sely follow PTC 8.2 on "Centrifugai Pumps."

The power taken from the prime mover shaft is
the sum af the power equivalent of the enthalpy
rise of the water flow through the pump, the power
used in bearing losses, gear losses, and hydraulic

FIG. 4.1 TYPICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASUREMENT OF FEEDWATER
PUMP POWER

namic property measurements and calculations for feedwater pumps in service is ali that is needed far
the most generai situation. an overall test.

The temperature, pressure, and flow measurements
4.3.3 Turbine-Generalor Shaft Driven Pumps.
When feedwater pumps are driven from the turbine should be of such accuracy that the effect on the

overall test result shall be less than 0.1 percent.
generator shaft, the measurements described below
must be made as accurately as possible to determine The measurements requiring the most care are the

---------:~=:huc;:em==~'-~w,)--=:=rn~~~~~i~~ss~~la~~~=~;~~~~~~~_~~u~~::=i~-=~n-r-(~;---~i:~id~d~~~:~~~;~;'~~:~-----
and/or speed increaser(s}.

temperatures may be measured by two or more
4.3.4 Required Measurements. The power trans- precision resistance thermometers and precision
mitting oil for the hydraulic coupling and lubricating bridges or a difference resistance bridge (see Subsec-
oil for the pump, speed changer, and hydraulic tion 4.18). The individuai measurements far each
coupling is cooled in heat exchangers using water location shall agree within O.2°F (0.1 K). Alternatively,
as a cooling medium (see Fig. 4.1). Changes in the temperature differences between pump discharge
instrumentation requirements resulting from any vari- and suction may be measured by multiple junction
ation in this arrangement shall be agreed upon prior differential thermocouple devices and precision mil-
to the test. The illustration on Fig. 4.1 is for one livolt instruments.
pump but the same measurements will be necessary
far each pump in service. In some cases it may not
be practical ta measure the individuai water flow
through each pump or the injection water flows to
and from each pump. In such cases, the power far
each individuai pump cannot be accurately deter
mined. However, the total power consumed by the
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coupling losses, and the power equivalent of the
radiation losses.

The power equivalent of the enthalpy rise of the
water (Penthalpy rise) is:

The basic equations for pump shaft power are:

(Whp)O.746kW= _-c-__

T]

Penthalpy rise =

w9(h lO - h9 ) - wao(h lO - hao)

+ wg/(hlQ - hgl ) - wgo (h lO - hgo)

K
(QyH)O.746

kW=---
550T]

where
1] = pump efficiency from curve
Q= volumetric flow rate at pump discharge, ft3/

sec (m3/s)
y =specific weight, Ibflf(3 (N/ m3

)

H= pump total discharge head minus total suc
tion head, ft (m)

Pump discharge flow rate =

Determination of water flow at the pump discharge
will vary, depending on whether the main f10w
measurement nozzle is located in the pump suction
or pump discharge piping. If the nozzle is located
in the suction piping, the pump discharge flow rate
(WlO) is:

where K is a constant depending on the
units of P, w, and h.
(See Section 2 and Fig. 4.1 for nomen
clature).

If P is in kW, w in kg/s and h in k)lkg, then K = 1
If P is in Kw, w in kg/ h and h in Kj/kg, then K = 3600
If P is in Kw, w in Ibm/hr and h in Btu/lbm, then

K = 3412.14
The power equivalent of the bearing, gear, and

hydraulic coupling heat losses (Pheat losses), as deter
mined from the heat absorbed by the oil cooling
water is:

Measurements and calculations of water horse
power are detailed in PTC 8.2.

Other losses, such as hydraulic coupling losses,
speed changer losses, seal flows, radiation, and
spray water takeoffs must also be accounted far as
described in para. 4.3.5. Refer to Fig. 4.1 for these
itéms.

An ordinary pump characteristic curve supplied
with the pump has two major Iimitations. First, the
efficiency versus capacity curve is valid at only one
point because it is plotted at constant speed and
many feedwater pumps run at variable speed. One
should obtain the variable speed efficiency versus
capacity curve prior to using this method.

Second, if the pump is operating at off design
speed during the test, the pump efficiency is usually
different from predicted efficiency by a small amount.
Hence, test speed should be within two percent of

---1------------------------_---..1.. ~!)igl'1::::s.PEled=in=()rder=th~t=pl:Jfnp-pE>VVer=€aA~~e!.- ~---
Wl ()=. wc) +' Wil"" Wgii "" W,,-,) determined as accurately as possibie: .... .. ..

The power equivalent of the radiation losses
(Pradiation lesses) can be calculated or estimated, but
the amount of this loss may be negligible (refer to
PTC 10 on "Compressors and Exhausters" far the
method of calculating this loss).

The pump shaft power (P) is:

p = Penthalpy rise + Pheat losses + Pradiatioo losses

43.6 Alternative Calculations. Another method of
determining pump shaft power involves pump effi
ciency curves. Water horsepower (Whp) is deter
mined from these measurements and then divided
by expected pump efficiency to obtain pump shaft
power.

4.4 MEASUREMENT OF ElECTRICAl POWER

4.4.1 Generai Requirements for A-C Generators.
It is recommended that the power output of an a-c
generatar be measured by sufficient instrumentation
to ensure that accurate metering (i.e., no uncertainty
is introduced due to the metering method) will be
provided under ali conditions of load power factar
and load unbalance.

Generatar loss curves provided by the manufac
turer may require either the kilovolt-ampere (kVA)
output or kilowatt output and power factor of the
generator to determine the generator loss at specified
hydrogen pressure.
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4.4.2 Recommended Metering Connection Meth
ods. The recommended metering methods that
achieve accurate metering for three-phase systems
are as follows:

(a) four-wire generator connections - three sin
gle-phase meters

(b) three-wire generator connections - two sin
gle-phase meters

Refer to para. 4.5.1, below, for further discussion.
The necessity for the recommended metering

methods is discussed in the following paragraphs.

4.4.3 Blondel's Theorem for the measurement of
electrical power or energy states that in an electrical
system of N conductors, N-l metering elements are
required to measure the true power or energy of
the system. It is evident, then, that the electrical
connections of the generator to the system govern
the selection of the metering system.

Connections for three-phase generating systems
can be divided into the following two generai cate
gories:

(a) three-wire connections with no neutraI return
to the generating source

(b) four-wire connections with the fourth wire act
ing as a neutral current return path to the generator

4.4.4 The following describes different types of
three-wire and four-wire generator connections that
are used

former, it is also an example of a three-wire generator
connection. [See Fig,;. 4.2(a).]

A final example of a three-wire generator connec
tion is the delta connected generator. The delta
connected generator .has no neutral connection to
facilitate a neutral conductor; hence, it can be
connected only in a three-wire connection. [see Fig.
4.2(b).]

4k4.2 Four-Wire System. Four-wire generator
connections can be made only with a wye connected
generator with the generator neutral either solidly
grounded or, more typically, grounded through an
impedance. Load distribution is made at generator
voltage rather than being separated from the genera
tor by a delta-wye transformer. This type of connec
tion has a separate fourth conductor which directly
connects the generator neutraI (or neutraI grounding
device) with the neutraI of the connected loads.
[see Fig. 4.2(c).]

For the generating system connections described
in the preceding paragraphs, accurate metering will
be provided under ali conditions of loaCl power
factor and load unbalance by application of the
recommended metering methods, which were de
scribed in para. 4.4.2.

A typical instrument connection diagram is shown
on Fig. 4.2(d).

4.4.5 Alternative Metering Connection Methods.
Alternative metering methods that may be used

4.4.4.1 Three-Wire System. A common three- by mutuai agreement between ali test parties are
wire system is a wye connected generator with described in PTC 6 Report. However, the uncertainty
a high impedance neutral grounding device. The of the power measurement with the alternative meter-
generator is connected directly to a transformer with ing methods will be greater than that of the recom-
a delta primary winding and load distribution is mended metering methods.

-------maGle-QR-tl:Je-seGondar.!l~gr-OuRded~w-\l~sl· -:l''of_tl::-,,, ----;r-,.-,.-l----r=-.--=-cc-r"'===-='"'=c-r--==-=c= .

n "tràrisfOrmer. 15eeFig:4.:t(ar:TToadGri6al~~es6~ 4.4.6 .MeterConneclions. Connectlons fOLvoltage
the load distribution side of the generator transformer and current measuring instruments shall be made

on the generator side of the step-up transformer(s)
are seen as neutral current in the grounded wye
connection. However, on the generator-side of the as dose to the generator terminals as possible.
transformer, the neutraI current is effectively filtered Current connections shall be made on the generator
out due to the delta winding and a neutraI conductor side of any external connections of the power circuit
is not required. by which power can enter or leave this circuit.

Another type of three-wire system utilizes a wye 4.4.7 Excitation Power Measurement. If the excita-
connected generator with a low impedance neutral tion or auxiliary systems receive power from the
grounding resistor. The generator is connected' to a generator, then either it must be separately metered
three-wire load distribution bus and the loads are or the generator power metered beyond the excita-
connected either phase to phase, single phase, or tion connections but ahead of any auxiliary power
three phase delta. The grounding resistor is sized connections.
to carry 400 to 2000 amperes fault current. Electrical power separately supplied to produce

An ungrounded wye generator is less common either excitation or any other service to the turbine
than the high impedance grounded-wye generator, generator unit, not specifically covered byagreement
but when used with a delta-wye grounded trans- of the parties to the test, shall be measured at the
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FIG. 4.2(a) WYE GENERATOR - 3-PHASE, 3-WIRE

System loads

FIG.4.2(b) DElTA GENERATOR - 3-PHA5E, 3-WIRE

System loads
(typical)

4th wire (neutral)

FIG. 4.2(c) WYE GENERATOR - 3-PHASE, 4-WIRE
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Instrument CT'S~
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Ph.3-r- Instrument PT'S

~enerator Iìt r-')~--
I

Ph.1 Ph.2

IPh.1

Ph.2 - I-.'Il> Transformer secondaries may be
grounded at secondary terminals

Ph.3 or ground connection on table .
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VM
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....--
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

VM - Voltmeter
AM - Ammeter
WM - Wattmeter
CT - Current transformer
PT - Potential transformer
.. - Polarity mark

~ - Fuse

FIG. 4.2(d) TYPICAl CONNECTIONS FOR MEASURING ElECTRIC POWER OUTPUT BY THE THREE
WATTMETER METHOD
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point of supply to the auxiliary apparatus producing
the excitation or other servi ce.

4.4.8 D-C Generator Power Measurement. Power
autput af d-c generatars shall be measured by the
d-c voltmeter-ammeter method. Connectians for volt
age and current measuring devices shall be made
an the generator side of any connections to the
power circuit by which power can enter or leave
this circuit and as close to the generatar terminals
as physically possible.

4.4.9 Guidance for Power Measurement. ANSI/
IEEE Std 120, Master Test Guide for Electrical Mea
surements in Power Circuits, contains detailed infor
mation on the construction and use of electrical
measurement equipment and instructions for mea
surement of electrical quantities.

4.5 A-C GENERATDR TEST INSTRUMENTS

:4.5.1 Test Instruments. Active power or energy
'(kilawatts/kilowatt hours) shall be measured by pre
cision watt/watthour meters (uncertainty of ± 0.10
percent of reading for power factors 2:: 0.8). The
reactive power (kilovars) shall be measured either
by a var transducer (uncertainty of ± 0.20 percent
of range) or calculated from measurements of voltage
and current. The active power, and either voltage
.and current, or the reactive power of each required
'phase, as described in paras. 4.4.2 through 4.4.4,
shall be measured.

As an alternative to active and reactive power
'measurements of each phase, polyphase precision
watt/watthour transducers and polyphase precision

t---t----uélIivCiTO-oLlL tr:crImlQ@lS .. maybe .LlSe:Q.CQL .. fQLlI: ..
wire generator connections, three-element polyphase
transducers are requ i red. For three-wi re generator
connections, two-element polyphase transducers
may be used. The metering uncertainty with the
polyphase transducers must be equivalent to the
combined metering uncertainty of the single-phase
meters and calibrated per para. 4.7.2.

As noted in para. 4.1.6, any power measuring
device with digitai outputs should not use analog
converters for signal transmission to data loggers.

The power output measurement instruments shall
be calibrated before and after the tests. The laborato
ry(ies) and standard(s) used for the calibrations shall
be mutually agreed upon by the parties to the test.
It is required that the instruments have their best
operating characteristics over the range of values
that will occur during the tests.
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Extreme care must be exercised in the transporta
tion of calibrated portable instruments. The instru
ments should be located in an area as free of stray
electrostatic and magnetic fields as possible. Where
watthour meters are used, a suitable timing device
shall be provided to accuratel)' determine the times
for the number of disc revolutions or pulse counts
recorded during the predetermined test time period,
to one part in four thousand.

4.5.2 Instrument Transformers. Correctly rated cur
rent and potential transformers of the 0.3 percent
accuracy c1ass (metering type) shall be used for the
tests. Transformers shall be calibrated for ratio and
phase angle prior to the test over the ranges of
voltage, current, and burden expected to be experi
enced during the test. Burdens shall be determined
from instrument nameplate data and by measurement
af lead resistance or by measurement of the volt
amperes or the secondary impedance and must be
constant during the test. Protective relay devices or
voltage regulators shall not be connected to the
instrument transformers used for the test. Normal
station instrumentation may be connected to the
test transformers if the resulting total burden is known
and is within the range of calibration data.

4.5.2.1 Precautions for Current Transformers.
Current transformer cores may be permanently mag
netized by inadvertent operation with the secondary
circuit opened, resulting in a change in the ratio
and phase-angle characteristics. If magnetization is
suspected, it should be removed by procedures
described in ANSI/IEEE Std 120, under "Precaution
in the Use of Instrument Transformers."

4.5.2.2 Precautions for Potential Transformer~.~ _
.. Potentialtransformers may have either one ortwo

secondary windings; however, one secondary wind
ing is the most common arrangement. If potential
transformers with two secondary windings are used,
the total burden on the two secondary windings
must be less than or equal to the total allowable
burden of the tvvo windings and the burden on each
winding must be less than or equal to the allowable
burden of each winding. Failure to observe the above
precautions will introduce increased uncertainty in
the measurement of electrical potential.

4.5.3 Instrument Connections. Test instruments
shall be connected into the Iines fram the generator
as near to the generator terminals as practical, and
on the generator side af any external connections
by which power can enter or leave the generator
circuit. Instruments should be connected as shown
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Series field

dc
generator

Load

FIG. 4.2(e) DlRECT CURRENT SERIES GENERATOR

on connection diagrams given in ANSI/IEEE Std
120. Guidance on the use of computer-compatibie
instruments is provided in PTC 19.22, Digitai
Systems.

The leads to the instruments shall be arranged so
that inductance -or any other similar cause will not
influence the readings. Inductance may be mini
mized by utilizing twisted and shielded pairs for
instrument leads. It is desirable to check the whole
arrangement of instruments for stray fields.

The wiring influence of the voltage circuit shall
not cause a sigriificant errar in the measured power
output. Wire gauge shall be chosen considering the
length of wiring and a given load of the potential
transformers, taking into account the resistance of
the safety fuses to be used in the voltage circuito
The errars due to wiring resistance (including fuses)
shall always be taken into account.

"" _._ . . ~ __. 0'_- . __ ._._.._ _ __.. .... . ._ ~ __,_~

4.5.4 Excitation and Auxiliary Service. Test instru
ments for meaSl,lrement of the excitation and auxil
iary power services shall be the same type as de
scribed in para. 4.5.1 above.

4.6 D-C GENERATOR TEST INSTRUMENTS

4.6.1 Instruments. Portable indicating d-c amme
ters (with shunts if required) and d-c voltmeters of the
0.25 percent accuracy c1ass shall be used. Ammeter
shunts shall be calibrated prior to installation.

Typical instrument locations are shown in Figs.
4.2(e), 4.2<0, 4.2(g) for a direct current series genera
tor, a direct current shunt generator, and a direct
current short-shunt compound generator, respec
tively. The power output and efficiency of each of
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the three types of direct current generators is calcu
lated as follows.

D-C Series Generator and D-C Shunt Generator:

D-C Short-Shunt Compound Generator:

where
PE= power expended in generator

PM=mechanical power loss = windage
and bearing loss

Po=power output
77gen = generator efficiency

h= load current
ISh Fld = shunt field current

lA = armature current
EF= field voltage
EA = armature voltage
EL~ load voltage
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FIG. 4.2(g) DIRECT CURRENT SHORT-SHUNT COMPOUND
GENERATOR

fSh Fld = shunt field voltage
fSeries Fld = series field voltage

4.6.2 Excitation and Auxiliary Service. Test instru
ments for measurement of the excitation and auxil
iary power services may be of the switchboard type
if their contribution to the test uncertainty will be
less than ±0.03 percent. Otherwise, portable instru
ments of the 0.25 percent accuracy c1ass shall be
used.

4.7 CALIBRATION Of ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENTS

4.7.1 Standards. The electrical test instruments
used for measuring the gross electrical output of

the generator shall be calibrated against secondary
standards traceable to a recognized national stan
dards laboratory such as the National Institute of
Standards and Technology under laboratory condi
tions that approximate the expected test site condi
tions.

4.7.2 Procedures. Electrical test instruments shall
be calibrated immediately before and after the tur
bine generator test series. Portable instruments shall
be calibrated in a laboratory. The value of the
voltage maintained on the potential circuit of the
instruments during calibration shall cover the range
of expected test values. Switchboard instruments, if
used by mutuai consent of ali test parties, shall be
calibrated in piace. Polyphase meters, or metering
systems which cannot be verified to be separate
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4.8 PRIMARY FlOW MEASUREMENT

single-phase meters, shall not be used unless they
can be calibrated three phase.

4.8.2 Measurement of Water Flow. While
weighing of water can be the most accurate method
of measuring flow, it is seldom practical or economi
cal to employ weigh tanks or volumetric tanks for
testing of the large units installed in modern power
plants. The usual method of determining flow is
with a differential pressure producing device. Two
sets of pressure taps and a differential pressure
instrument for each set of taps will be used.

4.8.4 Flow Section. Throat-tap nozzles are recom
mended for measurement of primary flow provided
they comply with the following requirements:

(a) The beta-ratio (d/O) is Iimited to the range of
0.25 to 0.50.

(b) The test flow section shall be calibrated (see
paras. 4.8.13,4.8.14, and 4.8.15). The f10w section
is comprised of the primary element, including the
diffusing section, if used, and the upstream and down
stream pipe sections. The upstream pipe section shall
be a minimum af 20 diameters of straight pipe and
include a flow straightener installed at least 16 pipe
diameters upstream of the primary element.

4.8.1 The accurate determination of primary flow
to the turbine is necessary to compute turbine heat
rate or steam rate if the results are to be considered
as a basis for turbine acceptance. Recognizing the
Iimitations presented herein, this Code recommends
measurement of water flow in the feedwater cycle.
Extreme care must be taken to obtain the high
order of accuracy necessary in primary water-flow
measurement. Any deviation from the requirements
set forth in the following paragraphs may result in
an increase in uncertainty. Ali known errors must
be reduced so that their individuai effect is less than
0.05 percent of the primary flow to be measured.

The preferred flow straightener utilizes a low preso
sure drop perforateq, or tubed plate with a non.
uniform hole distribution. The geometry of the design
is shown in Fig. 4.5 and hole coordinates are speci.
fied in Table 4.1. The design and hole coordinates
are identica I for both the perforated and the tubed
plate straightener. The upstream side of the holes
must be beveled in ali cases. The straightener is
located between 2 and 4 diameters downstream af
the test flow section inlet, as shown in Fig. 4.3a.

An alternative is a perforated-plate flow straighte.
nerI as shown in PTC 19.5. However, because it is
likely to have a higher pressure drop, there is an
increased chance of cavitation in the nozzle during
calibration which may limit the maximum Reynolds
Number achieved.

Another design, utilizing a bundle of at least 50
tubes 2D long (see Fig. 4.3b) has been used exten
sively. Recent data indicates that this design may
not necessarily eliminate flow swirl. Its use may,
therefore, introduce an added measurement uncer
tainty.

Other types of f10w straighteners may be used if
their ability to remove swirl and distortion from the
upstream flow has been demonstrated.

(c) The primary flow element and its flow section
shall be known to be c1ean (see para. 4.8.18) and
undamaged throughout the test periodo This shall be
determined by inspection as soon as possible before

4.8.3 Recommended Method. Excellent results and after the test. The location of the primary flow
have been obtained using low beta-ratio throat-tap section in the cycle, its physical configuration, and
nozzles and, for this reason, this Code recommends the technique which is employed to obtain the flow
that they be used. The stringent requirements for measurements are criticai and are discussed in subse-
the recommended primary flow device contained quent paragraphs.
in this Code are based on experience with the low 4.8.5 PTC 19.5 contains a description of the low-

------l5eta~ratiotnroaEterp=I1m::z1esjtJsli:1IJ:t=d:jrr_.4 irl.tQ_2:8==oeta-ratlo tnroat-tap... nozzle; nowever, adoltlonal-ol=n------
in. fl?w sections. Larger ~Iow se~tions may be us~d formation is included in the following paragraphs
provlded they can be callbrated In accordance wlth which applies specifically to throat-tap nozzles used
paras. 4.8.13 and 4.8.14. for steam turbine testing.

PTC 19.5 also contains procedures for calculating
the flow of water through a throat-tap nozzle using
measured values of pressure differential between an
in-line set of upstream and throat taps.

4.8.6 Design and Manufacture. Because of the
high degree of accuracy necessary, the following
requirements are given in regard to the design and
manufacture of throat-tap nozzles for primary flow
measurement. Fig. 4.4 of this Code and PTC 19.5
show examples of a long-radius, low beta-ratio noz
zie shapes with throat taps that satisfy these requ ire
ments. It is recommended that this nozzle be manu
factured with four throat taps, located 90 deg. apart.
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NOTE: No obstruction, such as thermocouple wells, backing rings, etc. are permitted.
These figures are diagrammatic and are not intended to represent details of actual construction.
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FIG.4.4 THROAT-TAP FLOW NOZZLE

Great care must be taken in the manufacture
and inspection of throat-tap nozzles, particularly
in regard to the geometry of the nozzle and the
downstream pressure taps; otherwise, difficulties
meeting the calibration criteria may occur. This is
particularly true when the flow section is welded
together, since problems with calibration will not
be evident until after the nozzle has been welded
into the upstream and downstream pipe sections.
Any required rework of the nozzle would obviously FIG. 4.5 PERFORATED OR TUBED PLATE
be much more difficult than with a flanged con- FLOW STRAIGHTENER WITH NON·UNIFORM

_____str.uction,~--------------------~H~O=LE'=---..':::D~IS~T~R~I~BU~TI~O~N-.:'.-__~_ _'___ _

4.8.7 The entrance· provided by the low-beta-ratio
profile gives a favorable pressure gradient so that
the boundary layer will be very thin in the throat
section and there will be no flow separations. The
area in the piane of the throat taps shall be used
in the coefficient calculation. The nozzle shall be
made from a corrosion-resistant material with known
thermal expansion coefficient and its surface shall
be free of ali burrs, scratches, imperfections, or
ripples. The surface should be either "hydraulically
smooth" or 16 micro inches, whichever is smoother.
For turbulent boundary layers, the surface is "hydrau
lically smooth" when protuberances are contained
within the laminar sublayer. Figure 4.6 presents the
surface finish necessary to be hydraulically smooth
as a function of throat diarrìeter and the maximum .
throat Reynolds number achieved during either test
or calibration.

TABLE 4.1
HOLE COORDINATES FOR PERFORATED OR

TURED PLATE

No. X-axis Y·axis

l O O
2 O 0.142 D
3 O 0.283 D
4 O 0.423 D

S 0.129 D 0.078 D
6 0.134 D 0.225 D
7 0.156 D 0.381 D
8 0.252 D O
9 0.255 D 0.146 D

10 0.288 D 0.288 D
11 0.396 D O
12 00400 D 0.151 D

(D: pipe Inside diameter)
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FIG. 4.6 THROAT-TAP NOZZlE
REQUIRED SURFACE FINI5H TO PRODUCE A HYDRAUlICALlY

5MOOTH 5URFACE

4.8.8 In arder to minimize instrument bias error, which may be unacceptable if the nozzle is to be
the nozzle throat diameter should be selected to installed for a significant period of time. This 1055

f----&!i-ve-=th~r:nélxirnblm-gefl~Eti0A_=pf)ssil:>.Ie,___(2f)nsi~eFiAg___Ean_=l:>e_=Fe~l:lee~_=~y=a~()l:lt--:t0_=pere;eflt-=~y--:il1~ta-I·lil1g'-__----
botli the availiiole-pumpingneadandthe rnstrument a diffuser downstream of the nozzle as shown in
range. The transducer or manometer range should Fig. 4.7a. This figure is far a typical diffusing eone
be selected to allow for fluctuations and far maxi- installation showing flow-path requirements and is
mum flow which may be encountered. The nozzle not intended to show details of mechanical design.
shall not be used to measure flow when the differen- A cylindrical section of length d/2 preceding the
tial pressure is less than 1000 times the reading diffuser is necessary in order not to change the flow
error, or 2.5 psi (17.2 kPa), whichever is larger. coefficient. Care should be taken to see that the
When it is necessary to measure flow over a larger cylindrical section of the diffusing element does not
range than can be obtained by complying with protrude into the flow from the throat of the nozzle
this requirement, it is permissible to use additional and that the gap between nozzle and cylindrical
nozzles with different throat diameters. These noz- section is less than 0.050 inch. The calibration must
zles should be sized so that 'one of the test points be made with the diffusing section in piace. It is
can be run with each nozzle. recommended that the diffuser material have the

When measuring large flows the nozzle is some- same expansion charaeteristics as the nozzle.
times sized to give large pressure differentials with A secondary benefit of a diffusing eone may occur
eorrespondingly large unrecoverable losses. A large during calibration. With a reduced unrecoverable
pressure drop may prevent normal operation of the pressure 1055, the calibration facility may be able
plant and will represent a penalty in cycle efficiency to aehieve a higher Reynolds number.
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FIG. 4.7(a) THROAT·TAP NOZZlE WITH OPTIONAL DlFFUSING eONE

.4Jl:9P'ressiireTaps:Thepressuretaps shall be
between 1ta in. (3 mm) and 1/4 in. (6 mm) in diameter
and at least two pressure-tap diameters deep. They
shall be machined perpendicular to the surface, shall
have sharp corners, and shall be free from burrs
and scratches. The downstream pressure taps shall

.be machined in the thraat of the nozzle in order
to decrease the effect of downstream disturbances
on this pressure measurement. They shall be drilled
and reamed previous to the final boring and polishing
of the throat. A plug with a press fit is then inserted
in the hole. The final boring and polishing operation
should be done after the insertion of the plug. The
plug should be made with provisions for pulling it
out of the hole after the polishing and machining
is completed. After removal of this plug, any slight
burr which might be left on the edge of the hole
may be removed by using a tapered piece of hard-
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woodsuchasmapletorollaroundthe tap eages.
The upstream taps shall be carefully made and shall
be located one inside-pipe diameter upstream fram
the nozlle entrance.

4.8.10 Pipe Section. The pipe on either side of
the flow nOlzle shall be smooth, free from rust,
scale, and blisters. For the upstream pipe section,
the inside diameter measured at four points at any
cross-section shall not differ by more than 0.2 per
cento Checks on concentricity should include planes
0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 times the pipe inside diameter
upstream from the nOlzle inlet. The average inside
diameter at different cross-sections shall not differ
by more than one percent. The allowable variations
in inside diameter for the downstream pipe shall
be twice those for the upstream pipe section. (See
Fig. 4.7b.)
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the difference in linear expansion coefficients for
the different materials of the camponents. To reduce
the possibility af thermal dislortion of the nozzle,
it is desirable that the pipe and the flanges of the
flow section adjacent to. the nozzle be made of a
material having the same coefficient of expansian
as the nozzle.

To avoid damage to the nozzle during flushing
that normally precedes the initial startup of the plant,
it is recommended that the flow section be installed
after flushing.

FIG. 4.7(b) BORING IN FlOW SECTION
UPSTREAM OF NOZZlE
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4.8.12 Welded Assembly. If the flow section is
downstream of the main feed pumps where it is
subject to high pressure levels, it may be welded
together and then be welded in the station piping
after the piping has been flushed. A typical such
flow section is shown in Fig. 4.8. To meet the
requirement of inspecting the nozzle both before
and after a test, a welded flow section shall includeTo achieve compliance with pipe inside diameter

I· 't th t . h t b b d f a plugged inspection port immediately upstream ofImi s, e ups ream pipe may ave o e ore or the nozzle. The orientation of the inspection port
a length equal to 4D and then tapered at 3.5 deg. will be determined by the ease of inspection, ease
to the untouched pipe ID. of c1eaning, and other design considerations. An
4.8.11 Flanged Assemblies. Flanged assemblies are example of such an inspection port is shown in Fig.
normally used with relatively low pressures such as 4.9. The inside diameter of the inspection port should
when the flow element is in the condensate line be at least 4 in. (100 mm) to allow easy access
upstream of the main feed pump. This arrangement and nozzle c1eaning if required.
is associated with the recommended procedure for The inspection device (typically a fiber optic de-
the full scale test. The flow nozzle shall be centered vice) shall not damage the sharp edges of the inspec-
in the pipe within 1/32 in. (0.8 mm) of the pipe axis. tion hole or the surface of the nozzle, particularly

If the flow section is downstream of the main around the taps. The plug must be undamaged and
feed pumps where it is subject to high pressure the contour of the plug must be properly aligned
levels, flanges should conform with the pressure- to preserve the flow profile of the water. A plug
temperature rating in ANSI 816.5. Considerations radiai c1earance of up to 1/32 in. (0.8 mm) will be

-1-f-------.s""urd1jas fne cosLof:lneJlanges,tn;e---:c;;a":;'s;t~o;-f-;'m;o:;v;i· n=-g=-.-----:a:=::c.:::c:,:::ep--,t.;-a~b~1e::":,=iA-=-=....-=re:-::e=::e-:-:ss:=:J··~(i--=;e-=-;i-dT,i~st~a~n':-ce~=-jfr-:=:o---m~";ith~e=-:":'e-"-ndj--=a:=;:f---:-----

them into piace, and the added cost of pipe hangers the plug to the inside diameter af the pipe) of up
may make it desirable to use a welded assembly. to 1hz in. (0.8 mm) is acceptable. The plug must
See para. 4.8.12. not protrude into the pipe.

When the flow section is assembled with f1anged For flow sectians welded into the feedwater pipe,
connections, the pipe joints at the flow nozzle shall the flow nozzle must be constructed of a corrosion
have the inner bores square with the faces of the resistant material if the pipe is subject to chemical
flanges. The gap between the nozzle flange and the c1eaning. The c1eaning of the flow test section can
pipe flange shall not exceed 1/16 in. (1.6 mm). Th.e be accomplished by the use af very high pressure
gaskets shall not extend within the pipe. water jet devices. In the design of the plant, the

Flanges adjacent lo the nozzle should be provided design of available c1eaning devices should be re-
with dowels or other means to ensure that ali compo- viewed and the practicality of performing the c1ean-
nents of the complete flow section are always assem- ing through the inspection port should be evaluated.
bled in exactly the same relative lacations as when It may be advisable to install a special port down-
it was calibrated. Some methods of manufacture stream of the downstream pipe section specifically
may subject the nozzle throat to distortion due to for the introduction of a high pressure water c1eaning
thermally induced: stress. This could be caused by device.
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IThis figure is diagrammatic and is not intended to
represent details of actual construction)

FIG. 4.8 PRIMARY FlOW SECTION FOR WELDED ASSIEMBlY

FIG. 4.9 INSPECTION PORT ASSEMBlY

NOTE: The orientation of the access port on the pipe is
determined by the designer. 5ee para. 4.8.12.

4in. min.

If, after installation, inspection reveals damage to
the flow nozzle or to its throat taps, such damage
may be remedied through the access provided by
the inspection opening. This would depend on the
type and extent of the damage, and would cali for
consu ltation and agreement between the parties to
the test.

Precaution should be taken to avoid nozzle throat
distortion in service due to use of materia.ls with
dissimilar thermal expansion characteristics.

4.8.13 Calibration. Experience shows that the coef-
_, fic.ieJ:Jt...oLdischarge cannot be satisfactorilY_Rredicted

aridi therefore;itisnecessary tocalibrate the flow
section. This calibration should be undertaken only
at recognized facilities under conditions similar to
those in the actual installation. Care must be exer
cised in the selection of the calibration facility and
in the analysis of the calibration data to assure that
the single-point accuracy necessary to establish the
slope of the calibration curve is attained. The physi
cal construction of the piping in the calibrating setup
should be similar to that in the test setup from
the standpoint of pipe configuration, immediately
upstream and downstream of the flow-measuring
section. Also, the Reynolds number, water tempera-
ture, and other flow conditions should be as close
to test conditions as possible. The calibration should
preferably consist of at least 20 acceptable points
over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. If repeat
calibration points at the same Reynolds number
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FIG. 4.10 REFERENCE CURVE FOR NOZZLE CALIBRATION

The equation, discussed in para. 4.15, is a description
of the coefficient of discharge, C, of a throat-tap
device throughout the entire range of Reynolds num
bers of interest.

4.8.15 Evaluation of laboratory Calibration Data.
The recommended method for determining if the
calibration data of a throat-tap nozzle is satisfactory,
Le. can be extrapolated parailei to the reference
curve as required in para. 4.8.14, is as follows:

TABLE 4.2
REFERENCE NOZZLE COEFFICIENTS OF

OISCHARGE DERIVED FROM THE EXPRESSION
C = 1.0054 - 0.185. Rd-o.2 [1 - 361,239IRd]o.8,

WHICH REASONABlY MATCH THE REFERENCE
CURVE SHOWN IN FIG. 4.10

0.9972
0.9967
0.9969
0.9972
0.9974
0.9976
0.9980
0.9982
0.9991
0.9995
0.9999
1.0001

Coefficient of
Discharge, C

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
8.0

10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0

Throat Reynolds
Number-MILlIDN5

differ by more than 0.1 percent, an additional calibra
tion point at the same Reynolds number is recom
mended. When it is not possible to calibrate at test
Reynolds number, it is permissible to extrapolate
the calibration curve as described in para. 4.8.16.
Since the effect of the transition reg.ion becomes
increasingly smaller as Reynolds number rises, this
Code recommends that the value of the coefficient
be established at highest Reynolds number possible
so that tliis effect is minima!. Ali four tap sets should
be calibrated. Far the test, select the two tap sets
that most c10sely comply with first, the calibration
criteria (see paras. 4.8.13, 4.8.14, and 4.8.15) and
second, with the guidelines in Fig. 4.13. If the
calibration of the flow section does not comply
with para. 4.8.14, the nozzle should be carefully
inspected as described in para. 4.8.7, corrected, if
necessary, and the flow section recalibrated. If the
recalibration stili does not comply with para. 4.8.14,

.theflowsectionshouIdagainbe reEal ibratedusing
different facilities. In the event different facilities are
not available, the parties to the test must agree on
the course of action before the test is started.

4.8.14 Compliance with the requirements of paras.
4.8.4 through 4.8.12 is determined by the shape of
the coefficient of discharge, C, versus Reynolds
number curve established by calibration. For each set
of selected taps, the calibration curve (not necessarily
each individuai point) shall be within 0.25 percent
of the reference curve (see reference curve Fig. 4.10
and Table 4.2) and shall have the same slope as
the reference curve (see para. 4.8.15). The reference
curve shown in Fig. 4.10 was derived from a detailed
boundary layer analysis and corroborated later by
a study yielding the expression given in Table 4.2.
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Make multiple solutions of an equation of the form

c = Cx - 0.185 R"d°·2 (1 - 361,239IRd)o.8

This is dane by substituting the measLired value
of the coefficient of discharge of each calibration
point with a Reynolds number greater than one
million into the above equation as C and evaluating
far Cx. Three criteria must be satisfied far the nozzle
calibration to be accepted as satisfactory.

4.8.15.1 Average Value. The average value of
Cx must equal 1.0054 ± 0.0025 (therefore, 1.0079
~ ex ~ 1.0029).

4.8.15.2 Reynolds Number Independence. The
values of ex must show no dependence on Rd. This
is determined by an unconstrained linear regression
of Cx (Ieast squares fit) represented by the equation
Cx = a + bRd' The standard deviation of the slope,
s(b), is calculated and the 95% confidence Iimits
for bare given by b ± ts(b) where t is the value
of Student's t for n - 2 deg. of freedom. If these
limits include zero, the values of Cx are considered
to be Rd independent. .

Guidance on perfarming regression analysis may
be found in PTC 19.1, in texts on statisticaI analysis,
and in ISO 7066-1 1989, "Assessment of Uncertainty
in the Calibration and Use of Flow Measurement
Devices - Part 1. Linear Calibration Relationships."

4.8.15.3 Scatter of Calibration Data. The eonfi
denee interval of the Cx data far 95 pereent confi
denee level should not exceed 0.0006 (±0.0003
fram the average Cx)' If this is not aehieved with
the reeommended 20 ealibration points, it will be

----------.n"'e"'e""e""ss""a"'ry"_"""""t"o'c"""'o1\ecC adaitlonaLcaItoratlon poi nts. "0

4.8.16 Extrapolation. When an extrapolation of
ealibrated data to higher Reynolds numbers is re
quired, as permitted by para. 4.8.13, that extrapola
tion shali be made by solving far C at test Reynolds
number in the equation in para. 4.8.15 with Cx
equal to the average value determined for the set
of calibration data being used. This method provides
a precise and repeatable means for determining a
coefficient of discharge beyond the upper limit of the
calibration range. This method results in a calibration
curve that c10sely parallels the reference curve in
Fig. 4.10.

4.8.17 Transition Region. At low throat Reynolds
numbers the nozzle boundary layer is laminar; at
high throat Reynolds numbers it is turbulent. In
between these two regions is a zone called the
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transition region. Figs. 4.10 and Table 4.2 indicate
that far Reynolds ..numbers between 1.0 and 4.0
million, nozzles described in this Code are notice
ably affected by the transition of the boundary layer.
However, experience has shown that for any given
nozzle, coefficients in this region are repeatable
within laboratory precision. Therefare, the eoefficient
of discharge in this region is stable and usable for
any calibrated nozzle that meets the evaluation
criteria in para. 4.8.15. It is recommended that
nozzles be sized to produce throat Reynolds numbers
beyond this range if possible and extrapolation be
performed as described in para. 4.8.16. If there is
excessive scatter in the calibration data, the nozzle
should be inspected, reworked, and recalibrated. If
scatter is stili present, another nozzle shall be used
for the test.

4.8.18 Deposits. A slight iron-oxide film on the
nozzle surface will usually collect during the test. !

If film thickness is less than 0.0002d, and uniformly i

deposited, its effect on the uncertainty of the flow !
measurement will be negligible. If the thickness of (
the deposit exeeeds this value, or if the nature of f

the deposit is nonuniform and the surface appears i
rough, either of two procedures may be followed: .

(a) the nozzle may be c1eaned using commerciai !
c1eaning agents or fine rubbing compounds not harm- i
fui to the nozzle and the test repeated; or i

(b) the flow measuring section may be recalibrated .
and if the calibration change is judged to be insignifi- !
cant by the parties to the test, they should agree on .
the action to be taken.

Care must be taken not to disturb the deposit l
before recalibration. If the calibration is significantly !

clifferent-frem-tl:Je-GalibFatiGn-p~iGr-tG-tR@-test,-it-is-+i----i-
necessary iFùltanotnersef of rI.Jl"s be made LJndefr
deposit-free conditions. The test results cannot be' i
adjusted, since it is usually impossible to determine :
when the deposit formed on the nozzle. .

Removable flow sections should be installed, at
a practicable time, to minimize the interval between
instaliation and test dates.

4.9 INSTALlATION Df FlOW SECTION

4.9.1 Recommended Cycle locations. As stated in
paras. 1.3.1 and 1.3.2, this Code provides a choice
far the location of the primary flow measurement.
Variations in flow measurement locations may be
used by agreement between the parties to the test
provided precautions are taken to eliminate heater
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pumped-ahead drains upstream of the feedwater
pump (Fig. 4.11 (b)), it is recommended that the con
densate flow and the heater drain flow both be mea
sured immediately upstream of the point where they
mix and the sum of the two flows be used as primary
flow, pravided that the absence of heater leakage is
verified by use of a suitable tracer technique. Other
wise, the feedwater flow from the highest pressure
heater also must be measured far comparison with
the primary f10w with adjustment far feedwater pump
injection and leak-off flows. The difference between
these values is the amount of suspected high pressure
heater leakage.

If the feedwater cycle has only heaters with drains
cascading to the condenser [Fig. 4.11 (c)], it is recom
mended that feedwater pump suction flow be mea
sured, provided that the absence of heater leakage
is verified by use of a suitable tracer technique.
Otherwise, feedwater flow from the highest pressure
heate.r must be measured for determination of sus
pected water leakage, as in the case of the intermedi
ate pumped-ahead-heater cycle. When measuring
feedwater pump suction flow,. use of a metering
pressure drop that infringes on the pump required
minimum NPSH should be avoided.

(c) Before aborting or discarding a test because of
suspected high heater leakage (see para. 3.8.10), the
isolation of the cycle should be recheeked, the calibra
tion curves of the flow measuring devices should be
investigated, and the possibility of errar in the final
feedwater or heater drain flow measurements should
be considered.

leakage and recirculation flows and appropriate in
strumentation is installed.

Figures 4.11 (a) through 4.11 (e) show the location
of f10w instrumentation in typical cycles. While these
diagrams show only single strings of heaters, two
or three strings are commonly used with the larger
sized turbine-generator units. Far cycles of large
units and particularly those with nuclear steam
supply systems, two or more flow measuring devices
may be used in parai lei at each primary flow 10
cation.
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4.9.2 Condensate Flow Section
(a) For units with high pressure feedwater heaters

supplied with superheated extraction steam, see Fig.
4.11 (a). If the feedwater cycle has a deaerator, it is
recommended that condensate flow entering it be
measured as primary flow. This eliminates the possi
bility of any heater tube leakage recirculating thraugh
the flow measuring device.

If the feedwater cycle has no deaerator but does
have a heater with pumped-ahead drains immedi
ately upstream of the feedwater pump, it is recom
mended that thè condensate flow entering this heater
be measured. Again, there is no possibility of heater
tube leakage recirculating through the flow measur
ing device.

If the feedwater cycle has no deaerator and no
pumped-ahead. heater drains immediately upstrearn
of the feedwater pump, it is recommended that
condensate flow be measured downstream of the
low pressure heaters, and upstream of the feedwater
pump. If the absence of high pressure heater leakage

)sit is not verified by use of a suitable tracer or other 4.9.3 Feedwater Flow Section. The primary flow
Itly technique, it will be necessary to measure the total measuring device is installed, perhaps welded, in the
: is drain flow fram the high pressure heaters far com ar- feedwater line, downstream of the highest pressure

-3er-.t'--'---';::'ls:";o:::'n:":'w"':':';:it'~t~e'='.:":'s:"-u=-m:':: ..~ofrt~h~eJ::e':"'x~t:=:ra=:c~ti~o-:':n:::;f~lo::':w'='s-:-.'Tfr"::o=-m=-···jthl:-e:=:s'::-e-·--neater,so mat Ita.rectly measures feedwater f10w
be~-'- heaters as calculated by heat balance. The difference to the steam generator.
ine

between these values is the amount of suspected 4.9.4 To minimize the difficulty of obtaining steady
high pressure heater leakage. flow, the flow measuring device should not be

The preceding primary flow locations were se- located at a pump discharge. Advantage should be
lected to improve the accuracy of the measurement taken of the damping effect of any existing heat
by (1) avoiding difficulties associated with use of exchangers and long lengths of pipe in the cycle
f1anged joints in high pressure piping, (2) taking in locating the flow measuring device. The flow
advantage of lower water temperatures that minimize measuring device should also be located to eliminate
the added uncertainty associated with the extrapola- the effects of recirculating and bypassing flows. If
tion of the coefficient-of-discharge curve and this is not possible, extraneous flows shall be mea-
(3) avoiding the lower temperatures in the cycle sured with sufficient accuracy so that the effect on
where the transition region may cause higher uncer- primary flow uncertainty is less than ±O.OS percent.
tainty in the coefficient of discharge.

(b) Far units with high pressure feedwater heaters 4.9.5 The installation of the flow measuring section
supplied with wet extraction steam, see Fig. 4.11 (b) in a horizontal run is recommended. To minimize
and (c). If the feedwater cycle has a heater with the effects of distortion due to thermal expansion
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4.10 FLOW CHARACTERI5TICS

4.9.6 for further discussion af necessary water leg
correction for taps at different elevations.

STEAM TURBINES ASME PTC 6-1996

--1----
h = difference in

OP water leg

I---...[><I----.A. __1_--
For upward f1ow: 9
6Ptrue = 6Pmeas. + (Pamb - Pplpe) ( go )h

For downward flow: 9
6Ptrue = 6Pmeas. - (Pamb - Pplpe) ( 90 )h

FIG. 4.12 WATER LEG CORRECTION FOR FLOW
MEASUREMENT

· and nozzle-coefficient extrapolation due to higher
Reynolds numbers, flow nozzle locations having
water temperatures below 300°F (422K) are pre
ferred. However, flow nozzles located downstream
of the highest pressure heater are acceptable if they
are designed in accordance with this Code, see 4.10.1 Flow measurements shall not be undertaken
paras. 4.8.6 through 4.8.18. unless the flow is steady or fluctuates only slightly
4.9.6 When the flow measuring device is installed with time. The permissible fluctuation is ±1 percent
such that the upstream and downstream tap locations of the differential pressure for fluctuations with a
are at different elevations, it is necessary to correct frequency greater than twice the frequency of succes-

1---f-·()r:-:~t~CI~g]:Iiffe.Il:!~s:--b~lliTe-en th-e=t~levati:~o=n~s-_-----.s,-:.'v"e"-r=e=aolngsano-::E4percent-forsmallerfrequencies.
caused by the difference in density of the water in Fluctuations in the flow shall be suppressed before
the flow section and tne water in the pressure sensing the beginning of a test by very careful adjustment
Iines. (See Fig. 4.12.) of flow and level controls or by introducing a

combination of conductance, sud as pump recircu
4.9.7 If the only two acceptable sets af taps are
90 deg. apart instead of the recommended 180 deg. ~~i~~~r;;,di~~~~t~~~\~~~e~\~~r~~:~~~;~:~~~~
apart in a horizantal pipe, one set should be located and the flow measuring device. Damping devices
at the horizontal axis of the pipe. (See Fig. 4.13.). on instruments do not eliminate errors due to pulsa-

~~r~aemo~:=; ~~tn~:~~~~ ~a~h~~i~s~~~~e~~~t ~~;~~ tions and, therefore, shall not be used. If the pulsa-
tions exceed the above values after every effort hastions, special attention to insulation must be given been made to suppress them, mutuai agreement isto minimize any specific weight differences between required before tne test can proceed.the water flowing through the pipe and the water

in the pressure tap lines. (See para. 4.9.6 and Fig. 4.10.2 In passing tnrough the flow measuring de-
4.12.) If the flow section is located in a vertical vice, the water shall not flash into steam. Tne
pipe, any tap configuration is acceptable. See para. minimum throat static pressure shall be higher than
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Recommended:

Acceptable:

Not recommended
(Subject to dirt
pluggage)

First preference Second preference

STEAM TURBINES

FIG. 4.13 FLOW ELEMENT TAP LOCATIONS FOR HORIZONTAL PIPES
---------------------(-Se~=P!lr:a.----4..9.-7-)---------------------

the saturation pressure corresponding to the tempera
ture of the flowing water by at least 20 percent of
the throat velocity head, as required per para. 4.16.2,
to avoid cavitation.

4.11 OTHER FLOW MEASURING DEVICES

4.11.1 Information relative to the construction, cali
bration, and installation of other flow-measuring
devices is described in PTe 19.5. Although these
devices are not recommended for the measurement
of primary flow, they may be used provided they
conform to the generai requirements of paras. 4.8.4
and 4.8.14 with the following exceptions:
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(a) For the requirement stated in para. 4.8.4(a), the
beta-ratio shall be Iimited to the range 0.25 to 0.50
far wall-tap nozzles and venturis arid 0.30 to 0.60 for
orifices.

(b) For the requi rement stated in para. 4.8.14, the
appropriate reference coefficient far the actual device
given in PTe 19.5 shall be used. The parties to a test
should become familiar with the contents of PTe 19.5
regarding these devices.

4.12 MEASUREMENT OF STEAM FLOW

4.12.1 To measure the primary steam flow directly,
the requirements far accurate steam flow measure-


